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INTRODUCTION
The Negro has been described as the most needy segment
of our Axiierican nation, a segment beset v/ith social and
economic problems of the greatest magnitude. In order to
solve these problems, the Negro is in need of a plan--an
economy—a system.
The Negro was born into the capitalistic system, it is
true, but he is really not a part of that system; for under
it he has become the exploited not the exploiter.
The words herein presented are designed to spell that
plan for the Negro, which, reduced to two words, is consumers'
cooperation. However, to make for a deep appreciation and a
complete understanding of this plan, other discussions must
of necessity precede.
First a brief presentation of the nature and development
of the general cooperative movei^ent is set forth, followed
secondly by the presentation of the economics of consumers*
cooperation. It is expected that from these chapters one will
glean the fact that consumers' cooperation is sound both in
practice and in theory.
The third chapter will deal v/ith the actual accomplish-
ments of the Negro in cooperation, to be followed in the fourth
chapter by a discussion of those factors that have exerted
favorable or unfavorable influence on Negro cooperation. With
ihis background, consumers' cooperation is set forth as the
plan for the Negro in the final chapter.

Much of the material herein presented, particularly thet
dealing with cooperatives among Negroes, has been gathered
from actual discussions with Negro cooperators throughout the
East, from correspondence with cooperators, with the Rochdale
Institute, and with cooperative wholesales throughout the
country, and from numerous publications by the Cooperative
League of the U.S.A., by the U, S, Government, and by many
others
•
The guidance and advice of several Boston University
professors has also been of invaluable aid.
To these and others the writer here expresses his indebt-
edness.
c
CHAPTER I
NATURE AND DEVELOPI.!ENT OF COOPERi»TlON
A coiaprehenslve statement of the history of the coopera-
tive movement lies without the scope of this treatise. Never-
theless, since the theme of the thesis is that consumers' coop-
eration represents a practical economic and social plan for the
Negro, it becomes necessary to present a sketch of the nature
and development of the jiOVeiaent. Such a sketch is designed to
give particular emphasis to certain aspects of cooperation and
to certain processes revealed by the history of the uiovement.
These, in turn, should make for a better understanding of the
adaptability of consumers' cooperation to the needs of the Negr^.
Cooperation, in a sense lies at the basis of all group
life. The symbiotic nature of much of omt plant and animal
life and the communal nature of most primitive life will attest
to the validity of this statement. Indeed, at least one great
economist has contended that the very "competitive" society in
which we live Is basically cooperative and really not competl-
tlve in make-up,"^ Cooperation, it seems, may well serve as an
all-inclusive term.
Consumers' cooperation is a little more specific. In
popular usage, this terminology connotes the organization
1
See Alfred Marshall, Principles of Econoiulcs, Chapter I
r
f2
consumers into a group to conduct the retailing of various
consumer goods. A group of individuals, for Instance, coiaeH to
the realization that by purchasing their needed food supplies
collectively, the expenses of each are greatly reduced. Then,
as others join the group and the volume of provisions to be
bought collectively is increased, the group discovers that it
can open a store: and if merely the members of the group make
their purchases there, the store will be almost certain of over-
whelming success. The primary aim of such a store is obviously
to give the consumer his dollar's worth, both in quality and
quantity; but incidentally profits result. These, according to
a predetermined plan, may be shared among the consumers; or in
some way they may be used for the general v/elfare of the group.
This, in a popular sense, is consumers' cooperation, and to
reduce it to the words of Gerald Richardson, it is merely the
'getting together of people to do their own business with their
h1
own money for their own mutual advantage.
This popular conception of consumers' cooperation does not,
lowever, adequately describe the cooperative movement. Popular
definition overlooks the prospects and aspirations of consumers'
jooperation. It Ignores the fact that the common store
described above is an enterprise with a future. After a group
has met certain of their consumer needs, such as food and
1
Gerald Richardson, ABC of Cooperatives, p, 1,

3clothing, by means of cooperation, it follows almost in logical
succession that other needs are met cooperatively.
Cooperative stores will make their purchases cooperatively,
thus the t;,rowth of wholesale cooperatives. These wholesale
enterprises in turn vzill find it advantageous to manufacture or
produce various products that are to supply the stores: pro-
ducers' cooperatives are the result. Farmers also Luight well
form producers' cooperatives and raise their crops collectively;
or they may produce separately and market collectively, thereby
forming marketing cooperatives. Loans and insurance may be
supplied by what Orin E, Eurley, a University of Illinois pro-
'essor who has attempted an excellent differentiation of types
of cooperatives, calls "finance" cooperatives,'^ Indeed, there
are really few needs of modern life that cannot be met coopera-
tively; and many cooperators look forward to the day when indi-
viduals will be born in cooperative health centers, ?;ill live
in cooperative houses, will meet their needs from cooperative
stores, will be protected by cooperative lav;, and, in the end,
will be buried by cooperative burial associations.
These potentialities of the i^ovement are excellently
summarized by Ryllis A. Goslin in the following statement:
To some the movement is a means of
improving the living conditions of the
people, working always within the present
econOxi-lc system. It aims to establish a
•
1
Orin E, Burley, The Consumers' Cooperative as a Distributive
A^encjr, pp, 2-5.

just price for the conainner, to
ellininate the uaury of high interest
ratos, to (jive the farmer the acl vantages
of large scale piirchasln£; of his equipment,
and many outlets for the sale of his goods,
it provides a yards tick for the price
structure of private business, a standard
of quality and efficiency, and a means of
limiting excess profits,,..
To others cooperatives are a means of
training the working classes in the handling
of capital and developing the business x^iind
that v/ill be needed if labor ever -wins oxner-
ship and takes over the responsibilities of
government and management, otill others,,,
see cooperatives emerging as a part of a
new social order in which competition and
production for profit will be replaced by
planning and production for use,!
Obviously, the full benefits of cooperation are achieved
only after the operation of processes ranging from consumption
to production. In advocating cooperation as a plan for the
Negro, the full benefits afforded by the movement have been
constantly borne in i;dnd, Hov/ever, recognizing that the
logically first step in realizing these benefits is to intro-
duce group purchasing and to establish those "stores with a
future," we here select consumers * cooperation as the basis of
the plan to be presented.
Consumers* cooperation, as we have nov/ described it, is
directly traceable to the cooperative association that was
begun in Rochdale, PJnglandjin 1844, The idea of the coopera-
tive movement is usually attributed to Robert Owen, However,
there are those who attribute the idea to V/illiara Thompson and
1
Ryllls A, Goslin, Cooperatives
, pp. 44-45,

5William King; and in e sense, this is justifiable.
In 1824 Thoiiipaon published "An Inquiry into the Principle
of the Distribution of Wealth," manifeating his interest in
the problems of the xoasses. He emphasized the grouping of
laborers and combination of their meager resources to provide
capital for small undertakings. In general, his views are
revealed in his famous admonition to workers, saying, "instead
of working for you know not wliom, work for each other!"
William King was also active in urging consumers in
London to establish cooperative stores, A physician by pro-
fession, he spent ^^.uch time encouraging the masses to organize
cooperatively to ix/jprove their conditions. As publisher of
the "Cooperator, " he specifically urged the formation of Union
Shops, which were small, cooperatively owned stores. For a
time these enterprises enjoyed overwhelming success. At the
peak of their success in 1832, they numbered about four
hundred, having increased from one hxandred and seventy in 1830,
By 1855, hov.'ever, these enterprises had almost completely
vanished, there being left only a few shops here and there,
Ellis Cowley suggests that the unusual fiasco that the
union shop movement suffered was due to several reasons. With
a background of general inexperience, these shops often traded
on credit, became involved in price wars, were victims of
religious, political, and other Internal strife, and among
their other defects, had no v/ay of distributing profits.-^
Ellis Cowley. Cooperatives, in^ America, pp. 41-42.

In contrast to these, Owen believed in the subsidization
of laborers by philanthropists with the consequent control of
the means of production developing in the hands of these
workers. Really, Owen saw little value in the small coopera-
tive store; he was more concerned with a lar£;e scale social-
istic organization of society.
Eis benevolence to his workers at the Nev/ Larnark Mills
as far back as IbOO, and the Liany social reforms that he
instituted there are early manifestations of his views. His
subsequent experiments with cooperative colonies represent the
actual application of his cooperative ideas.
It is true that a cooperative colony had been formed as
early as 1769 in P'enwick, Scotland, and another in 1794 in the
villat^e of Oxfordshire; hov/ever, the cooperative attempts made
by Robert Owen are the first of any great importance in modern
times •
In 18^^5 Owen founded his best knovm colony of New Harmony
in Indiana, This, just as his other attempts, for example the
colony at Orbiston, Scotland, was a complete failure. Never-
theless, he was not to be daunted. In 1632 he launched his
nost eiLbltious and most dramatic undertaking in the establish-
ment of the National Equitable Labour Exchange, This was an
attempt to have laborers work cooperatively and be paid accord-
ing to labor hours. Thus, Ov/en proposed payment in labor notes
instead of money. This, Owen felt, would eliminate profit
with all of its evils.
(
7Later in 1832, when his enterprises were constantly
encountering reverses, it soens that Owen favored, if he did
not actually help to sponsor, the establishment of nuiaerous
cooperative stores under the Christian Socialists,
At the initiative of these Socialist leaders, several
congresses were held during 1830 and 1833, from v/hich hundreds
of societies resulted, and seemingly these enterprises were
based on Ov/en's idea of cooperation. In 1632 there were about
throe thousand of these stores in existence plus a cooperative
wholesale,
Gide and Rist suggest that the later Rochdale cooperative
was really an outgrov/th of these stores. Thus, to these
authors, "the cooperative association, v/ith its syste.^ of no
profits, will forever remain as Owen's most rerruirkable v/ork,
and his fame will forever be linked with the grov/th of that
movement,' Nevertheless, these same authors recognize the
contention that these enterprises v/ere philanthropic in nature
and "not only was Owen unwilling to assume any parental
responsibility for the cooperative society, his latest off-
spring, but he expressly refused to consider it as representa-
tive of his system,"
Though no definite statement can be made es to the found!
of the cooperative movement, one fact is definite: Our preserJ
1
9T
t
1
Charles Gide and Charles Rist, A History of Economic
Doctrines, p, 243,
%bid*

form of cooperation is directly traceable to the Rochdale
society, and this society In turn had the vast experience of
others on which to build.
In the little textile town of Rochdale, there existed
conditions so deplorable that they are now difficult to
conceive, Luxui les were virtually unknown; necessities were
often lacking, "One hundred thlrty-slx people In Rochdale
v/ere living on twelve cents a week, five hundred and eighteen
were living on twenty-five cents a week, eight hundred and
fifty-five, on thirty-five cents a week; and five hundred
managed on forty-five cents a v/eek. The majority had no
blankets,""^ Hov/ever, out of these distressing conditions
evolved a type of organization that has ever since spelled
hope for needy groups: consumers' cooperation.
The story of this first cooperative is faudliar. In 1843,
the weavers of Rochdale had staged an unsuccessful strike, after
which their conditions were worse than ever. Accordingly, in
1844, a group of twenty-eight weavers came together in an
effort to discover some solution to their plight. These twenty
eight weavers have henceforth become known as the Pioneers, and
significantly enough, they included among others followers of
Owen and a few Christian Socialists,
Out of this group came the decision to buy their provisions
1
Gerald Richardson, Op, Cit ., p, 24.
(
collectively and cooporatively. Certain alms and procediires
were formulated, which since that time have become recognized
ea fundamental principles, and which now largely represent the
economics of cons^imers * cooperation. Discuasion of these will
be reserved for Chapter II; suffice It to say here that it was
at this time that tb.ese principles took shape.
These pioneers together savedo£ 28 and, on December 21,
1844, as the Equitable Society! of Rochdale Pioneers, they
launched the first cooperative store. It was a very modest
endeavor. Indeed, it was merely an old warehouse with a meager
stock of sugar, oatmeal, flour, butter, and candles, the grand
total of v/hlch represented a capitalization of 1^70, Amidst the
skepticism of a crowd of people who jeered and scoffed at the
unpretentious undertaking, and of a landlord who demanded three
months* rent in advance, the cooperative struggled for many
months until it was able tc remain open six days a week. Then,
at the end of the first year, the membership had Increased to
seventy-four; the capital, to v900, and the business for the
year v;as ^Z>,500, Less than a score of years later the capital
had increased to ^75,000; the membership, 2,000 families.
From that time on, the Equitable Society grew by leaps and
bounds. In 1934 the enterprise could boast seven million
members with annual sales of over a billion dollars. In the
ninety years of its existence, it had returned twenty inilllon
dollars to its members. Not only did the PJqui table Society
grow, but it obviously expanded. In 1847 and 1840 other

stores were begun in neighboring towns. By 1852 there were
well over a hundred societies in these areas, and the expansion
continued.
By lc59 the movement for a cooperative wholesale had begun
In 1863 the movoLient culiuinated in the realization of its end.
The wholesale began business in 1864, By 1066 sales v/ere about
one million dollars; by 1867 this had doubled and two hundred
end fifty societies had become meiabers of the wholesale. At
the trough of the 1930 depression, the British Cooperative
VVholesale could boast of sales that exceeded one hundred
million pounds annually.
The foregoing is merely suggestive of the success that
cooperatives have enjoyed in England. Before the present war,
it was estimated that half the population was served by coopera
tives; and these enterprises, in addition to owning huge
factories and plants in England, owned fleets of ships and
overseas plantations as well. Indeed, the success that these
enterprises have achieved in England is truly remarkable.
The success, hov/ever, that cooperatives have achieved in
the Scandianavian countries is even more remarkable. Coopera-
tion was introduced into these countries in the late 1860 *s and
subsequently effected outstanding social :..nd econoniic improve-
ments in these nations,
Denmark enjoyed her great success with farm cooperatives.
At the time when farm tenancy has been greatly increasing in
the United States, farm tenancy In Denmark has declined into
I
insignificance. The Danish Folk Schools, which have done much
to educate the people along cooperative lines, as well 03 the
Danish cooperative schools, have become famous throughout the
world. In recent years, more than one third of the Danish
population have held iaembershlp in one or more of the nation's
eight thousand cooperatives, and more than half of the commerce
of the country is conducted cooperatively. Also, in recent
years, the tendency toward centralization of Danish cons\:imer
societies has been greater than that of any other country.
Between 1950 and 1936, there vma a 55% increase in central
organization merabershlp in this country; as compared, for
example, to Z5% for Norway, ZOfc for Sweden, 22% for Great
Britain, 15% for Finland, and &% for France,
Norway, with the smtillest population of the Scandinavian
countries, has also the smallest number of cooperatives. Never-
theless, cooperatives have made significant progress in this
country. Certainly, her vast wholesale and retail societies,
particularly the enterprise at Oslo, are not overlooked by
students of tVie Scandinavian movement,
Scandinavian cooperation has had its most draiiifitic success
in Sweden and Finland, and the history of the undertakings in
these countries reveals certain processes that are of particular
interest in our present treatment of the movement.
In Finland, the cooperative movement was consciously end
'
The Peopled Year Book , ed. by The Publicity Department of
coopera tive vmoiesal e Society, p- 215.
(
deliberately introduced in the hope thet it would become the
econoiidc system for that land. Today, it is the very backbone
of the econoiiiic life of that notion.
Professor Eans C-ebhard initifated the cooperctlve movement
in Finland with the forinGtion of the Pellervo. The aims of
this or^cnization, the reader mnj especially note, v;ere "to
proiiioto the econotnic improvement of the people by means of
cooperation, and to establish a bond between the various differ
wl
ent ortaj^ii nations in the country. The reader may further
note that the Pellervo was not formed to enga(_e in business; it
of
was formed to foster the organization ^other enterprises,
which in turn would en^n^re directly in biisinesa.
Professor Gebhard had hiaiself studied the cooperptlvo
movement Very carefully. He, with a staff of experts in
banking, agriculture, and other fields, guided the P'innish
people in the organization of cooperative enterprises in these
fields. Later, branches of the organizations were set up
throughout the nation, thus giving local supervision to the
formation of cooperative enterprises. Let it not, however, be
understood that cooperatives were arbitrarily set up. The
people were encouraged to cooperate; then after they had felt
the need and expressed a desire for such undertakings, the
Pellervo taught them the principles and methods of cooperation
and guided them in their nev! endeavors.
Gerald Richardson, Op. Git ., p. 46,

The aims of Pellervo, it may well be soid, are now
realized. Cooperation has greatly improved the standard of
livi.ns of the Finlanders. Tv<o federations have consistently
coordinated the riiovement in that nation. The movement made
particularly rapid progress after the first World War, and
in recent years, with over one half of the population belonging
to one or more cooperative enterprises, Finland has stood as
one of the most successfi^l cooperative nations of the world.
We may next view the development of the movement in
Sweden, The significant fact revealed by this Hiovement is
that for many years Swedish cooperative atteuipts were constant
failures because of the haphazard and uncoordinated natui«e of
the undertakings.
The movement made no significant headway until 1899 when
the Sv/edish Cooperative Union was formed. This union coordi-
nated the nation's enterprises and from that time, the hirtory
of the uiovement has been another story of cooperative succeji-;.
Monopoly after monopoly of powerful trusts was broken; violent
depressions were cushioned and greatly levelled out; and here
again, the stan^' rd of living of a people was greatly improved.
Not only hi-s the cooperative movement been successful in
the Scp- .dinavian countries, but in varying degrees, the move-
ment has enjoyed succeus in nearly every country on the
continent. The luovement has also been successfully introduced
into China, Japan, Siam, Ceylon, India, and other Asiatic
countries. It also thrives in South Africa, in many of the

Latin American countries, and throughout many areas of
Australia and New Zealand, Likewise, v/e will find them among
the South Sea Islands and especially successful societies in
Iceland, In brief, cooperation has penetrated almost every
nook of the world. Passing mention may also be made of the
fact that an International Cooperative Alliance was formed in
1895 to coordinate the activities of these various national
enterprises
Consumers' Cooperation has not as yet achieved its
deserved success In America; however, a glance in the past
brightens the gloom of the present, for surely, progress is
being made.
Early America had its share of collective or "cooperative"
colonies. Indeed, it has been shown that the comidunal life of
the American Indian was In a sense cooperative. The first
cooperative colony of importance that is usually cited was the
New Lebanon colony founded in 17C7 in New York State. The
Shakers founded other cooperative enterprises in 1789, In
addition, cooperative settlements were made by other sects.
Cooperative enterprises that most nearly approximate
Rochdale Cooperation were those begun during the same period
when the Rochdale movement v;as getting under way. In 1844 the
New England Worklngmen's Association decided to launch a coop-
eratively run store. In 1845, one hundred and six unions had
14
1
For a discussion of World Cooperatives, see J, F, V.arbasse,
Cooperative Democracy^ Ch. III, pp^ .•sn»fi4.

stores. Continuing even after a split in the union, the nunber
of these storoa, increased until 1857 when there v/ere approxi-
mately seven hundred establishments. Then a decline set in,
and in 1G90 there were only three of these business left,"^
Although some look upon the enterprises Just discussed as
the first Rochdale Cooperations in ALierica, the enterprise
established in Lawrence, Massachusetts in 1B63 is uore widely
recognized as the first, Anyv/ay, fro-n this date to the end of
the century, cooperatives were thrown up all over the nation;
and the resulting large-scale failure of these enterprises was
no less than phenomenal.
In 1866 there was begun the promotion of numerous coopera-
tive endeavors by the Notional Labor Union, The Patrons of
Husbandry, better known as the Granges, then followed with the
promotion of nujuierous enterprises. The cooperative attei..pts of
the Noble Order of the Knights of Labor are now famous. Several
,
hundred stores were established at this time; however, these,
just as the other multifarious cooperative endeavors of the
nineteenth century, ended in complete failure. Indeed, viewing
this peri"', Orin E, Burley concludes that "It is not facetious*
ness, but n.erel: statement of truth that in no other country
has cooperative enterprise been launched more frequently than
in the United States,"^
Ellis Cov/ling, C ooperatives In Araerlca
, pp. 80-83; also
J, P. V<arbasi:e, p, 56,
'Orin E. Burley, The Consumers' Cooperative as a Distributive
Ageney
, p, 14^ —

Many reasons have been advanced for these fail^ires, chief
among v/hlch are the following: Cooperative stores v/ere usually
established only as the secondary function of organizations tha
Y/ere, for instance, priint^rily concerned with the problenr. of
labor. Then, too, there v/as a ^^eneral lack of knowledge con-
cerning true fiochdale principles: thus, raany enterprises soon
went out of existence; others, which early enjoyed success,
frequently changed into private enterprises. The general leek
of coordination that characterized the sporadic cooperative
undertakings of the nineteenth century also hastened this
decline. The next reason for the failure of these endeavors
was not only characteristic of the nineteenth century coonei-a-
tives, but also extended into the early 1900' s; and indeed, has
conteiiiporary application. This reason is the impetuosity of
niany cooperatives to establish overnight a huge nation-'.vide
enterprise, v/ith all the grandeur of the gigantic century-old
cooperative of Rochdale Itself,
The cooperatives established under the Qrarxge, in addition
to being illustrative of the general lack of coordination iwaong
cooperatives, also reveals the defects of establishing coopera-
tives before the need for thoi^ is felt. The same shortcomings
were a^-ain evident in many of the cooperatives formed betv/een
1900 and 1910, particularly those in the Y/est. But probably the|
moot vivid Illustration is the bubble of the Illinois Miners*
^ni on which, after certain initial successes, v/as blown larger
by the Central V«hol©aal©, Th© Wholesale began by formulating an

American Rochdale Plfin, The aim of this plan, which Cowley
recognized as "q-uite American" w«s to eft&blish cooperative
chain stores throughout the nation, V«ithout any consl^l eratlon
as to whether the need for such enterprises existed, the plan
was be^\in, and to Cite Cov/ley, "The V.Tiolesftle wes uiade the
daddy of an illegitimate brood of seventy stores which v/ere not
locally owned but v/hich were the property of the centrril
organization. By 1922 the !'lners * Union had poured over
^400,000 into this effort," The result— "it turned out to be
one of the biggest cooperative failures on the continent,"^
Cowley also tells of other grandiose scheiTies. The Right
Rela tionsiiip League had attei:ipted the eatablishjiient of coopera-
tives on n large scale in Illinois. Then, in 1918, there came
the National Cooperative Association, which, capitalized at a
million dollars, planned to estnblish cooperatives, through
five wholesales, all over the nation. Indeed, "the er^.tire
cooperative xnovement of the nation— excepting the Finland ers
and Boheinlans--seemed afflicted with megalomania. Everybody
_2
wanted to do something big,"
/
It seems, however, that these attempts are not wholly of
the distant past, A more recent attemx)t was made in California,
In September, 1934, n plsn wcs launched to establish coopera-
tives throughout the state, V/ithin one year, over fifty of
these enterprises had been forx-ued and the movement aeei^ed v/ell
Ellis Cowley, Op, Clt
., pp, 105-106,
Ibid., p. 107,

under way. However, in 1956 there were only three or four of
these enterprises left.
The Consumer Distribution Corporation, formed in 1934, is
based on the saiae American idea. Begun by Edward Filene as a
philanthropic project, and favored by former Secretary of
Agriculture, Henry A, Wallace, this plan aims to establish a
chain of cooperative stores with central management and local
ov/nership and patronage.
It should be stated at this point that the general idea of
chain-store cooperatives is really not unsound. It is simply
that these enterprises must , to succeed, be formed as a result
of a felt need by a group. Now, although the need must be felt
by the group, it is obvious that consciousness of the existence
of this need may be aroused by the group themselves or by other
as well.
In recognition of this basic soundness of a chain-store
plan, the Midland Cooperative V/holesale at Minneapolis launched
such a plan in 1939. The V/holesale is to act as a central
organization, giving supervision and management to the local
stores, "In such case i,t.3,000 in capital must be supplied by at
least two hundred residents (members) in the locality where the
store is opened. In each locality, there will be an advisory
committee which v;ill advise, regularly, with the wholesale
grocery departiuent on local progress and problems. By the end
of 1939 there were stores in eighteen localities,"'''
"Development in Consumers' Cooperation in 1939," Monthly
T.»horjB^yieWf Vol. 50 ^ Wo. March^lQm,^ p . 659,

since the tiirh of the century, and particularly during the
last £icore of years, cooperatives have enjoyed greater success
in America.. This is primarily due to three factors: First,
the strong foothold that the Finland ers, Boheiaians, and Swedes
have achieved for cooperation in Aii^erlca; secondly, the steps
taken tov/ard coordination of the American movement in the
establishment of wholesale societies; and thirds the launching
of a national program of cooperative education via the
Cooperative League of the U. 3. A,
Most cooperators agree that if there is any "cooperative
movement" in America today, it is indebted--indeed, it owes its
very existence-- to the Finns, the Swedes, and the Bohemians,
It is generally recognized that cooi^era tivea seem to develop
best among homogeneous racial groups. Having this advantage,
the Finns, the Swedes, and the Bohemians, who also brought with
them to Aiaerica a heritage of Rochdale cooperation, went forth
to form cooperatives which even today are the most successful
cooperatives in the nation. Clinging tenaciously to Rochdale
principles, the Finns, and Swedes in Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Michigan, and Massachusetts, and the Bohemians in Ohio preservec^
the movement even at the time when the entire nation was intoxl"
cated v/ith other grandiose ideas about cooperation.
The next factor about which a word may be said is the
establishment of v/holesale socl titles. However, first it should
be noted that many of these wholesales would have long since
failed, particularly at the beginning of the depression, had it

not been for the cooperatives among the racial groups discussed
above. However, now the entire movement In America Is becoming
Increasingly stj ;r.ngthened and coordinated. In addition, in
1940, Dr. J. P. Warbasse, who had previously complained about
the number of pseudo-cooperatives in existence, jubilantly
declared that such groups were Increasingly becoialng sound;
that is, follov/ing Rochdale principles and becoming federated
in the national movement. Today, there are huge cooperative
wholesales in every section of the nation; the vast majority of
these are in turn coordinated by the National Cooperative, Inc.
The final factor stated above that htis helped in coordi-
nating the American movement is the national educational prograiji.
It should not be overlooked, though, that not only does this
educational program integrate the existing cooperatives, but by
educating the nation in cooperation it actually paves the way
for greater cooperation.
The organization that sponsors this educational program
was formed in 1916 under the presidency and financial leader-
ship of Dr. James Peter Warbasse, a Brooklyn physician who had
studied the cooperative movement in America and abroad. This
organization, the Cooperative League of the U. S. A., has of
course, been long fainillar to all cooperators. Now, through iti;
vast educational programs, Including publications, the 0Gtablis4"
ment of a cooperative school, the Rochdale Institute, and other
activities, the League has become well known to the nation in
general. Concomitantly it is making cooperation well known

throughout the nation,
Yi'e now come to the status of consiuners * cooperatives in
the nation today. The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates
that in 1939 there were 4,360 retail distributive cooperatives
with 925,000 members and with sales for the year amounting to
$;211, 653,000. Richardson agrees that for the same period there
were tv/o million consuiiiers in America who were members of
cooperative societies of all types. Those societies did busi*
ness for that year which amounted to ^600,000,000, Howevor, he
later states that "today it is growing so fast in the United
States that nobody precisely knows how big the movement is.
For accuracy, the author might v/ell have said, "how little
the movement is," for the cooperetive movement is, in the end,
infinitesimally small in America, indeed, just take the above
figures for cooperative retail sales in 1939 and compare them
with ^42,041,790^000, the total retail sales of all tjpes of
sto *es in 1939, and it is readily seen that cooperative retail
business represents just about 0,b% of the whole.
There are, of course, numerous complex reasons that explain
the retardation of the cooperative movement in America, It is
necessary to treat here merely the most important of these.
First, America has traditionally been a land of private enter-
prise and wealth, and it has been dificult, even for the needy,
to feel the need for cooperatives, which are, after all, a
1
Gerald Richardson, ADC of Cooperatives, p. 178,

prograxa for the needy. As a xnatter of fact, there are those
who would contend that the need has not ejciated. In any event,
one fact is certain: The need for cooperation has certainly
not been felt, I'he chain stores, which have penetrated local
coiumunitiea throughout the nation, have impressed many with
their apparently low prices. This, obviously, has further
prevented the need for cooperation from being felt.
In addition, the very nature of the capitalistic system of
private initiative has hindered the cooperative. It has often
been very difficult for cooperatives to procure efficient
managers, for such individuals can invariably receive more
attractive proposals from private businesses. Often, when
cooperatives are guided to success by efficient managers, the
reluctance on the part of these individuals to share the profitii
with others tei^ipts them to convert the enterprise, by one means
or ar -ther, into a private concern.
Another gen<..;=ally recognized reason for the retardation of
cooperation in Araorica is the heterogeneity' of the American
population. The writer knows of no one who contends that
cooperatives cannot be developed among heterogeneous racial
groups; however, many cooperators agree that cooperatives
develop best among homogeneous racial groups, and when this
"essential" bond is absent, some other bond must be siabs tituted,
Group hi- bits, social customs and similar factors are obviously
bonds that might substituted. Professor Orin Burley, who
attaches much importance to racial homogeneity, has suggested
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that occupational homogeneity may well serve irl the absence of
the much needed racial tie.^
There is also general ignorance about consumers' coopera-
tion. In the general public and in colleges and universities
as well, surprisingly little is known about consuiners' coopera*
tion. Indeed, the general ignorance about the movement has
caused one cooperator to call it the "greatest movement about
which the least is known." This obviously has retarded the
progress of the laovement.
Other i^.portant reasons for the retardation of the xcove-
ixient may in suEii^ary be considered as defects of the individual
enterprise and defects of the general inovement. For instance,
many enterprises are prone to sell for credit, or sell below
the current price level. The over-enthusiasm for expansion
and weaknesses in coordination of the national movement
represent defects of the general movement.
It may be said without lengthy discussion that the
obstacles retarding the progress of consuL-iers ' cooperation in
America are gradually being overcome. The progress being made
toward coordination of the national movement, and the. progress
being made toward coordination of the national movement, and
the progress being made in conquering ignorance of cooperation
have been discussed. In addition, recurring depressions and a
decade of social legislation have made the entire nation con-
"Orin E. Burley, The Consumers* Cooperative as a Distributiy
)
Agency
, p, 7T.
'fi^tk RylHH ^, fioaiin. Cpopim^tives . d, 1.

aumer conscious. Over and above these is the f£ct that today-
cooperatives are enjoying greater success than ever before in
the history of the American moveinent. The future of consuLiers *
cooperatives is even brighter, jiore prospective than ever before i#
In 1922, Chi.rles Gide observed froai the history of the co-
operative inoveruent, a process that cooperators on a whole have
recognized to the present day—a process that one may indeed
glean from the fore(ioinfi discussion: "No cooperative organiza-
tion that violated the Rochdale principles has ever permanently
succeeded; and no cooperative organization that adhered Gtrictl;r
ttl
to these principles has ever failed,"
In view of the parau^ount ii^portance that all cooperators
attach to the Rochdale principles of cooperation. It is felt
that special attention should be given them. But, nioro
important, these principles reveal to ua the econo^^cs of the
movement. In the following chapter, therefore, the discussion
of the econoiulcs of consumers' cooperation will give special
emphasis to the Rochdale principles.
1
Quoted from Orln E. Burley, Op. Cit
., p. 245.

Chapter II
Econoiiiics of Consumers' Cooperation
The basic thewe tht.t it is desirous to set forth in this
thesis is that consumers' cooperation represents a practical
and a sound plan for the Ne^^ro—an economy for a needy group.
The discussion of the econoiaics of consumers' cooperation in
this chapter is designed to show primarily that the system of
consumers' cooperation is econoudcally sound. However, at the
very be£,inning, a word of caution should be Injected,
Consumers' cooperation is an economic system; but it is
not merely an economic system. It is an economic, social, and
educational movement of the first Import, Our discussion may
justifiably be lixaited to the economic aspects of the movement,
first because of the very nature of the treatise, and secondly
because cooperation is primarily economic.
Another fact to be emphasized at this point is that the
V7hole movement of cooperation is one desi£,ned for consuiiiers
.
It will be shown later that this mtikes the movement all the
more adaptable to the Net;ro group, which is ao a whole a ^reat
consiuner group. As we havo seen, one may speak of consumers'
cooperatives, marketing cooperatives, producer cooperatives,
cooperative bani<3, and various others. However, in the final
analysis, we may readily see that these really represent degree I
of consumers' cooperation. Ownership and the tools of business
are placed in the hands of the consumer, and ho goes forth
i
naturally from consumption to dlatrlbution and to production,
establishing his credit union or bank on the way. Indeed,
Professor Burley points out that "the original aim of consumer
cooperatives has been to carry consumer control to logical
conclusion--production, exchange, and distribution, all to be
brought under consumer control.""^ Ihis aim, it may be added,
has been held by all true cooperators frora the early Rochdale
Pioneers to the latest newcomers.
The oasic importance placed on consumption is not out of
accord with sound econoiiJLc principles, for the prime importance
of consumption is almost universally recognized by economists
today. Xt is true that in the past economists tended to over-
value and overstress production; nevertheless, consumption was
not entirely ignored. The popular well-used citation of Adam
Smith's certainly reveals that masters recognition of the
supreme importance of consumption. "Consumption," he says, "is
the sole end and purpose of all production; and the interest of
the producer ought to be attended to only so far as it cmj be
n
necessary for promoting that of the consumer."*^
Simply to say, however, that econoialsts are ^enerc^lly in
accord with the basic economic aims of consumers' cooperation
does not tell much. A more detailed discussion is necessary.
And probably the best approach to this detailed discussion is
by way of an analysis of the fundamental principles of consumers
"^Orin E, Burley, Ibid , , p. 9.
2Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, Canaan ed,. Vol. ii, p. 159,
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cooperation. These principles are, to be sure, universally
recognized by cooper&tors as basic. However, j:nuch latitude
exists in their tre&tiaent. Varying teriiiinology is used, and
there are often variances as to their order of iiqDortance.
Nevertheless, these principles are universally treated as
basic,
De^aocratic control is quite generally cited as the most
ijmportant. This is probably so because the principle that
consuiiiers • cooperatives should be democratically controlled
envisages the ultixnate ideal of the entire movement. One of
the paradoxes of our Aiuerican life is that a political system
of democracy should be inextricably tied to—indeed, virtually
synony^ious with--the economic system of capitalism, one which
has proved to be flagrantly undeinocretic. Few can overlook the
powerful influence exerted by the giant corporations and the
"big businesses" of our capitalistic system on the political
and social policies of our deuiOcracy; yet control of these
businesses is often centered in the hands of a few. And
control by a few usually uieans in the interest of a few.
Vivid expression was given to substantially the siime Idea
by Fainsod and Gordon in discussing the general problems
resulting from the separation of ovvnership from control. They
say in part:
These principles are found in most volumes on Consumers' Coop-
eration, For excellent analyses, however, see Charles Gide*
ConsuiTiers' Cooperative Societies, pp, 63-118; also Orin E,
Burley^ Op- Clt., pp. 19-58.

...there Is experience to indicate that "control
groups" have frequently regarded their own
entrenched position as absolute and hcve behaved
as if their only obligation were their own self-
enrichiuent, Concentrt^tion of power in the hsnds
of such groups raises important problems. It
leaves consumers, investors, labor, aad f&ruiers
with minimum control over industrial activity
^despite their great and basic Interests in it.
The cooperative xnovement in its entirety represents a
rebellion a^^ainst this lack of democracy within our democracy.
Professor Burley has called the whole movement a "protest"
movement, a protest against the capitalistic system. In
addition, such writers as Ellis Cowley have pointed out that
whereas capitalism tends to concentrate wealth and control in
the hands of a few, cooperation makes for a vridely distributed
OY/nership of property, and, -.;ore i^^portant, for dej::iocrt\cy.
Democratic control is effectuated in a simple vray. In-
stead of permitting the casting of one vote for each share of
stock held, as is done in corporate enterprises, the procedure
is to permit one vote for the member's first share of stock,
and no votes for his succeeding shares. Or, simply, one vote
per stock member.
It Is at this point that criticism is often directed
against consumers* cooperation. Restricting the votes in the
enterprise to the first share of stock, say the critics, also
tends to restrict the total amount of capital that the coop-
erative can attract. This criticism is in part valid. For
this limitation of voting pov/er does undoubtedly initiate a
"Merle Fainsod and Lincoln Gordon, Goverrmient and the Auierican
Economy J p. 11,
•

concomitant tendency to limit the total amount of available
capital, Hov/ever, this is really not a shortcoming; for almost
Invariably, adequate capital can easily be raised. Most coop-
erators a^ree that relatively little capital is needed for
financintj cooperatives. As a matter of fact, suggests Charles
Gide, overlooking the funds necessary for modest equipment
"consumers' cooperatives have been started and have succeeded
m1
without any original capital," According to Professor Burley
in his analysis of cooperatives, three thousand dollars is the
desirable sum for beginning capital.
Thus, it may be seen that restricting the voting privilege
does not prevent the raising of adequate capital. This fact
may be even more fully appreciated when it is considered that
a similar business enterprise capitalized at three thousand
dollars under our traditional system of competitive private
enterprises would be conspicuously undercapitalized. Obviously
the meager capital requirements of cooperatives makes them
splendidly adaptable to a group such as the Negro group, v/hlch
is economically poor, a fact which will be emphasized later.
In spite of the small capital required to begin coopera-
tives, these enterprises can "grow like a fertilized egg,"
continuing to attract adequate capital as they grow. But then,
having reached the size of giant enterprises, the extreme
importance of democratic control is evidenced, instead of
Charles Gide, Consumers' Co-operative oocietles, p, 108,

being subsidiaries of controlling interests or subjects of
holdin^^ companies, they will actually have become enterprises
of the people.
The foregoing has suggested that consumers' cooperatives,
through democratic control, should encoimter little difficulty
in attracting the little capital necessary to begin business;
and once begun, they may continue to attract needed capital as
they grow. Obviously, subscription from members represents the
primary source of original funds. Shares are usually sold at
five or ten dollars each, one-tenth of which may be invested as
the down payment and the balance paid in regular installments.
Cooperators generally recognize two other methods of
raising the capital required by the growing concern. First, th«
conversion into shares, that is, into capital, of dividends
that are kept on dei)Osit. As will again be suggested, coopera-
tives often share their profits with individuals who are not
members but who are regular buyers at the cooperative, Howeverj
Instead of giving these individuals full payment in cash, a
share in the cooperative is first bought for them. In addition,
many members will pemdt their dividends to be converted into
additional shares of stock.
The second method of raising additional capital is loans
from members, Xt should be noted, however, that in nearly all
Instances the total number of shares that can be held by any
one individual is limited.
Cooperatives should also observe another basic principle,
that of paying the prevailing rat© of Interest on invested

capital. As Gide su£;{_,est3, cooperatives differ on the types
of capital that interest Is paid. Some cooperatives pay
Interest only on the first share, some only on the shares after
the first, and some only on loan capital. The idea behind the
first of these is apparently that by paying interest only on
the first share, a xnore equitable distribution of wealth may be
achieved-- thus, a protest against the tendency under capitalism
for the rich to become richer because of the ability of their
money to make more money.
The second of these pollc'ds, that of paying interest only
on the shares above the first, apparently assumes that the first
share represents the "essential" Inv-stment necessary to give
the individual membership in the enterprise and voting privilege;
thus, interest need not be paid on this share, but only on
succeeding shares which carry with them no special privileges.
The last of these policies, that of paying interest only
on loan capital, apparently recognizes that the individual
should be rewarded for diverting his funds from other profitable
sources of Investment to lend them to the cooperative.
Economists generally recognize that abstinence or "waiting*
is just as deserving of being rewarded with interest as labor Lt
with wages. Thus, it woiild not be a deviation from sound
economic principles of cooperation to pay interest on all types
of capital invested in the cooperative enterprise.
The next principle of consumers* cooperation, a sound
economic principle which represents the unique feature of

consumers* cooperation is the distribution of earnings on the
basis of patronage. It is primarily this method, suggested by
a humble weaver of the Rochdale Pioneers, that makes for the
superiority of a cooperative economy over a capitalistic econo-
my. In the latter economy, profits are merely the reward for
ovmership; and this usually means profits for the few, often
in opposition to or in indifference to the interests of the
consumers, who are the masses. In a cooperative economy, pro-
fits are still in a sense the reward of ov/nership; however,
they actually represent more than that. For now, consumers
constitute the owners, who now represent the masses, and thus
the ones to share in the profits. F\Tthermore, the greater
the extent to which an individual la a consumer, the greater
is his share in the profits.
If profits are to be distributed in proportion to the
purchases of each individual, obviously records must be kept of
the purchases. Having v/orked with a Negro business association
composed of a major percentage of the neighborhood type busi-
ness men in a large Southern city, and appreciating the experi-
ence of others who have studied neighborhood businesses in
New England and Southern cities, the viiter has been particu-
larly impressed with the tendency of so many businesses merely
to buy and sell, keeping no type of records whatever. There
can be little doubt that this tendency to do business without
books, but haphazardly and unsystematically, is one of the chief
reasons for the high morti,llty rate among neighborhood busi-
nesses. ___======

The cooperative, as suggested above, must of necessity-
keep records in order to deterxjiine the distribution of earnings
In addition, of course, other records must be kept. This
should not only make for systematic and methodical procedures
in the individual enterprise, but for greater acquaintance of
the entire cooperative community or group with the tools arKi
methods of business.
Of course, each cooperative must adopt a method of record-
keeping that will prove adaptable to its needs, A cooperative,
for exa.uple, v/ith an extremely large volunie would conceivably
find it too expensive to open an account with each member. All
purchases could be entered on a pass book that the member
would keep; or special receiiits could be given, which would be
kept for certain periods, or dropped in alphabetically arranged
slots as the patron left the store. In each instance some con-
veniently adaptable method could be used in keeping a record of
the purchases of each patron.
At the end of a predeteruiined period, usually six months,
profits are distributed. Ordinarily, a certain percentage is
kept for education. At times, a certain percentage is kept as
savings in order to foster the habit of saving. At still other
times, some of the profits go for various types of insurances.
The remainder is distributed not, it may be emphasized, accord-
ing to nvmber of shares, not equally among members, but accord-
ing to the trade of each member. It is generally agreed that
in all instances, the individuals should be given their share

of the profits In cash, rather than in dockets with which the
meiiiber may purcliase additional products.
At times the profits are shared with non-mejaibers who have
been regular customers of the cooperative. First, however, a
share in the cooperative Is usually bought for the customer
with a part of the profit allowed him. All above this is
given in cash. Thus, one may pictiire the situation: an indi-
vidual regularly makes his purchases in a certain cooperative
store; then at the end of six months he is given not only nn
interest bearing share in the cooperative, but also a certain
amount of cash. Obviously, that individual is encouraged to
continue his patronage.
One may readily appreciate the temptation that cooperatives
face to increase dividends in order to encoiirage patronage.
Gerald Richardson, however, very adequately discusses the
undesirability of paying dividends that are too high. He shows
that paying too high dividends keeps prices up, indeed, to the
point where chain stores may undersell the cooperatives. Then
too, very high dividends often are reflected in decreased edu-
cational activity, "It has been found," concludes Richardson,
"that sales per member . re highest where the dividends are high-
est, but v/hat is more important as a lesson in progress, is
that trade and membership rise most rapidly where dividends and
prices are lowest.""^ Glde considers the problem of increasing
Gerald Richardson, ABC of Cooperatives , p. 33.

dividends from another approach. To hlni there are "good"
dividends and "poor" dividends. Good dividends are obtained
if managejTient Is efficient, if there Is an absence of com-
petition, if the shop has the capacity to provide the needs of
the customers, and If the Jiembera are loyal.
It seems advisable to say a word concerning the last of
these, for anyone who has had experience in aliuost any coopera-
tive in its eiabryonlc stage will readily appreciate the dif-
ficulty of holding the loyalty of the members during the early,
rough-sailing days. So many housewives have the "chain store
habit" or the^corner store habit" that getting them to walk a
few blocks to the young cooperative store is to ask for a real
sacrifice. Some cooperatives atteiapt to Lieet thiy probleri by
penalties. The member is required to purchase a minimum amount
of goods. If he does not, he is fined or at times dropped from
membership. Such a method may at times prove successful, but
na a general rule, the loyalty of the members must be given
freely and voluntarily.
Poor dividends, according to Gide, are those obtained by
raising prices, lowering wages below the union level, by eli-
minating contributions to work of general utility, or by the
reduction of reserves for depreciation and expansion.
There is general agreement among cooperators concerning
the primary Importance of the foregoing principles. There is
no general agreement as to the relative ii^portance of the fol-
lowing principles. There are a few that are often cited among
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the primary or more Luportant principles, whereas 2103 1 of thorn
are often considered as secondary, aiay.iliary, or facilitating
principles. Nevertheless, it may be emphasized that all of
these principles are recognized by cooperatora as fundamental,
and all icust be followed if success is to be achieved^
Cooperatives should always sell for cash. The argmnents
against the cooperatives selling on credit are the saf.ie argu-
ments advanced a^^ainst the whole principle of selling on credit.
The necessity of raising the price to all customers to cover th©
risk of losses on bad debts; the necessity of doing Dusiness wit
creditors on credit, paying higher prices for wholesale purchase
yet being unable to take discounts; and the conr>e(;uent slov/ing
down of capital turnover represent the chief arguments against
selling on credit. The converse of all of those ;aay well serve
as argiiinents in favor of selling for cash.
At one tliiie, the argument could be advanced that the Ameri-
can public was so accustomed to having an account with the
corner grocer that it would be virtually impossible to succeed
in doing business on a cash basis only. The success of the
chain stores has proved this contention invalid. However,
cooperatives may not only enjoy the benefits that the chain
stores enjoy in doing a cash business, but they may also enjoy
many of the advantages of the corner store's credit trrde. This
Is largely accomplished tlirough the cooperative credit union, A
iiscussion of credit unions is obviously out of the sphere of
this thesis; hov.'over, it may be stated the credit union should

bo an important adjunct of the consumers* cooperative store.
In the union loans may be made on the member *s share pass book,
on the signature of friends, or as a debt of honor. Thus
financed, the member may continue to trade with the store on a
cash basis.
It should also be the policy of cooperatives to sell at
current prices. Gide discusses at length the various groups
that urge cooperatives to cut prices below the prevailing
market level; however, he concludes, price cutting in most
cases works to the disadvantage of the cooperative. The chief
danger of price cutting is the initiation of price cutting
competition with private businesses. The mere appearance of
cooperatives on the scene as competitors is usually enough to
arouse the antagonism of private businesses. However, if they
are also undersold by these new enterprises, they are urged to
enter into price wars that frequently leave the younger and
thus weaker cooperative in ruin. Also, if the cooperative
sells below prevailing prices, other problems arise. Since
these low prices would represent one mesns of benefiting the
members of the cooperative, the store shoiild rightly sell only
to these members and not to outsiders. But selling to the
public is an advantage that the cooperative should not forego.
Not only does it enable the enterprise to do a larger volume of
business, but it also advertizes the cooperative and enables
non-members to become members merely by regular patronage.
Often, when cooperatives lower prices, it is done at the

expense of more members and greater profits, for the sharing of
earnings represents one means of attracting new members, and to
share earnings there must of course be earnings. Prices that
are too low also frequently show their repercussions on many
useful educational projects sponsored by the cooperative, on
insurance plans, on propaganda work, or even on the wages of
©jsployees.
It seeiiis desirable to treat the next principle as one
principle rather than as a number of minor principles, as many
writers are prone to do: Consumers* cooperatives should con-
stantly expand and grow. In private businesses this would
amount to the mere following of sound business procedures. In
cooperation the principle of growth and expansion means the
following of sound business procedures and much more besides.
The cooperative should be efficiently managed and should by all
means set aside regularly reserves for expansion as well as
reserves for depreciation and unforseen contingencies. But the
essential idea of cooperative growth and expansion is that the
whole movement shall grow, that each enterprise, having been
founded on a sound economic base, will gradually spread out
from consumption to production, constantly coordinating its
activities with those of other cooperatives. Thus, cooperative
growth is simply looking forward to that day when the whole
group, indeed the v/hole nation, will be one huge cooperative
enterprise,
V/ith this conception of cooperative growth and expansion,
t>bvioue3^—the figg^^^^jb4^- that mua4i-^b4»^^3 t€fe^li^hedh-jtr»^feft%-Q^

open menbarahip. It is j_,enerally agreed that racial, occupa-
tional, or some other type of homogeneity will give a spirit of
solidarity to the cooperative meiabers, and v/111 serve as a
unifying force during the trying days following the organiza-
tion of the enterprise. However, there should exist no actual
limitation of membership to those of a partic^^lar race or
occupation, /of as the cooperative grows, the tendency for con-
centration of meiabership will tend to make the organization
clannish, thus causing it to stand aloof from the cooperative
movement and preventing it from growing and expanding in the
sense suggested above. Also, in reference to open membership
it should be noted that the late comers should join under the
saxae conditions and v/ith the same privileges as the original
members
•
At times membership in cooperatives is liiiiitod to one
member of the family, apparently with the idea in mind that
since one member of the family usually makes the purchases for
the family [usually makes the purchases for the family grou^, it
Is necessary only to have that meirjber of the family in the
cooperative. Such a policy would furthermore enable the coop-
erative to be made up of families tlirough representation and
not merely of individuals; consequently, dividends would be
relatively higher. It appears, though, that in most cases it
would b© more advantageous to mciintaln open membership to all
members of the family. In this way the cooperative may
increase total membership, and thus stock capital, and may at

the same time attract even more patrons and also additional
meiiibers through the effective and wholesome advej'rtiseinent that
a large membership can give, ^
\,
If the policy of open membership is to be obsei*Ved and new
comers are to be freely admitted, it is only just tiaat the
1'
members be free to v/lthdraw at v/ill. Under the disoussXon of
I
democratic control, it was stated that a limit is usually placed
on the total number of shares that any one member niay hold, On«
obvious reason for this may nov; be seen, namely, the members maj
be free to withdraw and still loLve the stability of tne soci^^tj
Intact. Many cooperatives, however, very wisely stipulate that
refunds on shares will only be made if the member is withdrawlnj
for reasons not deliberately designed to hinder the operation
of the enterprise. An acceptable reason, for example, for with-j
drawal would be the moving of the family to a new ^neighborhood.
Not only should open membership be maintjuv?^ with new
\
comers entering with the same standing of original ,members, but>j
as stated in another connection, non-members should actually be
able to buy their way into the society. As also suggested, thiaj
may be accomplished by permitting non-members to enter as
members by the purchase of one share of stock, or by., purchasing
of one share for regular customers with a part of the dividends
allowed them.
Another policy that the cooperative should follow in order
to promote the principle of cooperative growth and expansion is
that of carrying on a program of cooperative education. In manjl

areas the whole movement of consumers' cooperntlon would greatlj
expand simplj If iiiore--or. Indeed, If anything- -7/ere knovm
about the moveiaent. Thub, in order to grow and expand, coopera-
tives must educate the people concerning the advantages of
cooperatives. But they must not only be taught the benefits of
cooperation, they must also be taught how to cooperate. To
carry on this program of cooperative education, a part of the
earnings of the enterprise should be set aside regularly. This
program should of course be carried on both among cooperative
members and non-members. However, the approach should be
different in each instance. Among members, business techniques
and sound cooperative procedures should be emphasized; among
non-members the advantages of cooperation and method of
entering into the movement should be given consideration.
The most important way by which cooperatives may grow and
expand is that of cooperative cooperation. Many writers have
Indicated as one of the weaknesses of the contemporary move-
ment, the lack of co-ordination, although, as we have seen, the
movement has really made striking Improvements in this regard.
Nevertheless, it is pointed out that there exists the need for
fusing the wholesale buying of many small societies, also for
national buying by wholesales themselves. Others go even
further to suggest that there should actually be a combination
of many small societies to perform wholesaling, manufacturing,-
and other services too large tor local groups.
The last principle may well be termed a unifying principle,
one that enables all the foregoing principles to operate, by Its

unification of the whole cooperative uioveiaent. This is the
principle of cooperative neutrality, Siiaply, it states that
cooperatives should remain strictly neutral in questions of
politics and religion in order that the liiovement will not be
split.
In recapitulation, it may be stated that deiiiocratic contro](
payment of current interest rates, sales for cash, sales of
current prices, coopertitive growth end expansion, and. coopera-
tive neutrality represent basically the economics of consoi-^ers*
cooperation. Just as an observance of eoonoiiiic principles is
essential to the operation of capitalistic enterprises, so an
observance of cooperative principles is essential to the
operation of cooperative enterprises. Finally, it may be
emphasized that Gide's conclusion has been proved historically
true that a strict observance of these principles always
assures success, just as neglect to observe them has doomed
the enterprise to failure.
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Chapter III
COOPERATION AMONG NEGROES
Having discussed the nature and development of cooperation
in the first chapter and the economics of consumers* coopera-
tion in the second, we may now turn to the discussion of the
progress of cooperation among Negroes.
If cooperation were to be used here in accordance with
the popular usage of the term, and refer merely to a group's
working together toward a common end, the Negro could look
back into his heritage and see countless instances of coopera-
tion. Indeed, the cooperative nature of life among African
societies extending back many centuries has often served os the
basis of careful study. ^ Likewise, the advantages of coopera-
tion to the Africa of today have also received printed recogni-
tion.
It is not necessary, hov/ever, to go to so remote and oft-
forgotten a sector of the Negro's heritage. J. L. Reddix has
pointed out instances in v/hich this broader type of cooperation
has also been applied here in America in the tliree century
atte/apt to obtoln economic freedom for the Negro. He tells of
the use of the early cooperative Utopias as a means of ^leetlng
the problems of the slaves. According to Mr. Reddix, Robert
Owen, who has been discussed as a "great reformer and prophet
See Economic Cooperation Among Negro Americans , ed. by
W.E.B. DuBois, pp. 12-18.

of the cooperative movexuent" and founder of the fainous coopera-
tive colony of New Harmony, gave serious consideration to the
economic and social probleins of Negro slaves. An "illustrious
colleague" of Robert Owen's actually took steps to solve these
problems of the Negro by founding a cooperative colony at
Memphis, Tennessee. "Briefly," writes Mr, Reddix, "the plan
was to purchase several thousand acres of land and form a
cooperative agricultural cominunity in which all property v/ould
be held in common.
As profits and material v/ealth increased, the community
would purchase slaves and gradually settle them In the colony,^
The v/riter then goes on to point out that this experiment was
atte^upted at the time when Owen's New Harmony colony was on the
decline; thus in less than two years the new venture was
abandoned.
There have of course been other attempts to form Negro
colonies. But they may not rightly be included in this dis-
cussion, for virtually none of them held the slightest pretext
of being cooperative. And this includes the famous Garvey
movement of later years, which advocated international combina-
tion of the economic resources of the Negro, and indeed the
formation of a Negro State.
There is also evidence to indicate that a form of coopera-
1
J, L. Reddix, The Negro Seeks Lconoir.ic Freedom Through
Cooperation, pp. 4-5.

tion was advanced by early slaves themselves. Numerous secret
societies and insurrectionary groups that sprang up wherever
Negro sieves were brought did ii:.uch to encourage group action on
the part of these slaves; hov/evor, the most agressive institu-
tion that gave impetus to and encouraged this group action was
the Negro church. This institution, to cite one Atlanta
University publication, "naturally assumed many functions which
the other harshly suppressed social organs had to surrender, ant.
especially the church became the center of economic activity as
well as of funusement, education, and social intercourse."
Also, it goes on, the church itself engaged in insurrectionary
activities in an attempt to effectuate the political emancipation
of the Negro, This necessitated widespread organization, and
this organization in turn "developed , . , into various coopera
tive efforts toward economic anancipation . , • .""^
The reader, at this point, may again be cautioned that the
term cooperative is above used only in its broad popular sense,
and not in the sense of cooperation according to Rochdale
principles
•
Also, in the Atlanta University publication cited, a list
of Negro "cooperatives" in existence during the early 1900 »
a
la given, and a detailed discussion of several of these is
presented. A mere glance at these enterprises, however, will
Op. Clt,, pp, 54 & 60,
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show that they were not true cooperatives. They were for the
most part private businesses, being et their best niutual
concerns. Nevertheless, there seemed to prevail throughout
the voluiae the suggestion that these businesses, by the very
fact that they v/ere ovmed and controlled by Negroes, were in a
sense cooperative. For, after all, these businesses were
together attempting to solve the econoxaic problems of the group
of which they were a segment.
This suggestion of the cooperative role of private Negro
businesses is actually given expression to by Dr. Mason A.
Hawkins, Negro educator and a contributor to the Atlanta
University study. "There is," he writes, "a larger form
of cooperation which I have elsewhere called the Group
Economy. It consists of such a cooperative arrangement of
industries and services within the Negro group that the group
tends to becoi^ie a closed econoi.-iic circle largely independent of
the surrounding white world. Although th© end set forth by
Dr. Hawkins is with modifications desirable, the means to this
end evidence numerous short- comings , a fact which will appear
clearer in the light of future discussions. Nevertheless, it
need only be noted here that much consideration has been given
in the past to a broader type of cooperation among Negroes.
cooperatives established among
1
Ibid, p. 179.

Probably the first cooperatives established among Ne^^oes
In America on Rochdale principles were formed as the result of
the effort of W. E. Biirt,hardt DuBois, eminent Negro sociologist
and considered by many as the contemporary leader in the
attempt of the Negro group to achieve econoxaic, political, and
social freedom.
During the years preceding the first World V/ar, Negroes
were more and more recognizing the good that could be accom-
plished through the cooperative ir^ovement, Negro publications,
including the organ of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, the Crisis, which DuBois edited,
constantly urged the adoption of consuiaers' cooperation by
Negroes, As a result of a series of editorials and explana-
tions concerning the cooperative movejuient that appeared in the
Crisis Magazine, a group of tv/elvt colored men from seven
states, according to DuBois, met in the Crisxs office and
established the Negro Cooperative Guild, The primary purpose
of the Guild vms to establish cooperative enterprljos nmong
Negroes throughout the nation,
Dr* DuBois tells us that many such stores were formed,
"The most ambitious came in Memphis where the Citizens Coopera-
tive Stores opened five places of business in 1919 and carried
on a good trade. Then the manager conceived the idea of
turning this cooperative effort into a stock company." How
typically American! "The result," concludes Dr, Dubois, "was
that he v^ras driven out of business by competition of the

1
chain stores.
"
Among the five or six other ventures, this author tells of
the plan that v/as put into operation at Bluefield College in
Dluefield, West Virginia school store. It seems that the plan
was actually put into operation, gaining the praise of the
Graduate ochool of Education of Harvard University, and working
successfully until the state of West Virginia put an end to
the venture. "My trip to Europe," writes Dr. DuBois in his
autobiography of a race concept, "the disaster of the year 1919
my concentration of interest in Pan Africa and the depression
left this [[consumers' cooperation^ perhaps the most promising
of my projected movements, v;ithout further encouragement. The
wholemovement needed more careful preliminary spade work, with
popular education both of consumers and managers; and for lack
- 2
of this, it temporarily failed, it must and will be revived."
Thus one may see what were probably the first consumers*
coopcirr.tlves to be established among Negroes. The Negro Cooperr
tlve Guild had certain obvious shortcomings which, it seems,
were recognized by the leaders themselves. The idea that a
central organization can be formed to initiate the establish-
ment of cooperatives throughout the nation is typically American
However, as has previously been shown, it is not unsound and is
not out of accord with the economics of consumers' cooperation.
It is simply that generally the educational program and specif1"
^V'/.E.B. DuBois, Dusk of Dawn
, p. 280.
2
Ibid, p. 281.

cally the study ^roup should first go forward revealing to the
coiomunlty members their need for econoudc betterment, and also
revealing the benefits and techniques of consumers' cooperC'-
tlons. In most instances it will bo found that cooperGtlve
buyin^^^^ clubs and later cooperative stores will grow out of
this foUiidatlon laid by the central organizations. Cooperative i
thus fcriiied will aliuost invariably remain cooperative in nature
as they gror. Cooperative enterprises cannot, as revealed by
the experience of the Negro Cooperative Guild and by the
experience of American cooperatives as a whole, throw themselve i
up overnight, enjoy success, and remain cooperative.
During the depression that followed the business boom of
World War #1, there was launched a cooperative enterprise among
Negro farxiiers v/hich is worthy of passing mention. This coopera -
tive was formed in 1922 by James P. Davis, Cornelius R,
Richardson, Leon R. Harris, and Gilchrist Stewart. This
endeavor enjoyed striking success during the twenties; and in
1930, it was incorporated as the National Federation of Colored
Farmers with Davis as president. The name of Gilchrist Stewart
,
a Negro accountant, stands out elsewhere in the Negro coopera-
tive movement, particularly in the foundation of the People's
Cons\;uner Cooperative of Chicago, to be disctissed later.
It is entirely possible that during the twenties', other
cooperative enterprises were formed in local Negro communities;
however, this writer knows of no such endeavors, and it is
really doubtful that any major efforts were made. It certainly

appears more likely that during this prosperous period Negro
Americans, just as Americans in general, were basking in
greater wealth than they had known for a long time, and thus
felt no need for cooperative undertakings.
Hov/ever, in 1929, all of this v/as changed overnight. The
stock market crashed; new investments were not forthcoiiilng;
demand for products fell off; in response, unemployment mounted
Rapidly; and concomitantly, demand for products vvent down with
equal rapidity. Thus, business after business spiralled down
to ruin. V/ith the whole American economy conseqiiently
Imperilled, many schemes and methods were adopted which for a
decade were to be used to tow the American people back to
prosperity. Among these cooperative efforts were naturally
Included. Naturally--baoeii3e It seems that in every period of
economic stress » the distressed have natur**lly turned to coopers
tlon. Observes Richardson: "it is important to notice that when
all else fails, when conditions become as bad as they possibly
can be, then somebody introduces the cooperative principle.
It is an idea that works when nothing else can v/ork."^
Negro America also became cooperative conscious at this
time, and during the docade to follow, there was undertaken a
series of cooperatives, uneqv.alled in the history of the i^xove-
ment, it seems that H. 0, Cook, high school principal of Kansas
City, Missouri, and his social minded wife were leaders in
Gerald Richardson, ABC of Cooperatives , p. 02,

Initiating the formition of the first of this scries of coopera
tivea, Mr. and Mrs. Cook studied consumers* cooperatives in a
number of cities and then encouraged the formation of the
"Consumers* Cooperative of Kansas City" in 1930, This group
established a cooperatively owned service station, v,-hich during
Its more successful days sold an average of five hundred
gallons of gasoline per week. The endeavor, however, failed
In 1936.
The factors rriaking for this failure, wrote Mrs. Cook to a
Morehouse College professor, were "Location, membership, lack
of advertisement, and an insidious effort hy the merchant
association and the School Board to prevent teachers from
joining the organization.
The next cooperative to be considered was formed in 1932
in Indiana--in Gary, the Rochdale of the Negro movement. We
have seen that there were several attempts before this to
organize cooperatives among Negroes. But this effort has for
many years been the most successful and has been widely publi-
cized as an example of Negro cooperation, indeed, publicized to
the extent that it soon becai^e synonymous with Negro coopera-
tion--it became the Rochdale of the Negro movement. Even in
addition, however, there are certain striking similarities
1
John Hope II, "Rochdale Cooperation Among Negroes", Phylon
,
Vol. I, No. 1, First Quarter, p. 42,

between Gary and Rochdale that make the two analogoris.
The linen v/eavers of a small town based their very exist-
ence on the cotton mills of Rochdale. During a period of panic
In the early 1840 *s when these weavers faced hardships and
privations, they came together aidLdst the jeers of others to
form a cooperative association that was to serve as a model
for aiiiiLlar enterprises that have developed all over the world.
Almost Identical words may be used to describe the Gary iuove-
ment. The steel workers of a smell town based their very
existence on the steel mills of Gary. During the period of
panic in the eorly 1930 's v/hen the steel workers faced hard-
ships and privations, they came together amidst the jeers of
others to form a cooperative association that was to serve as a
model for similar enterprises that have developed among Negroes
throughout the country.
The situation in Gary was certainly distressing; accord-
ingly, a group of workers, school teachers, and others ^irted on
by need, met in January, 1932 in the high school to discuss
their plight. Out of this and succeeding meetings came the
Consumers' Cooperative Trading Company of Gary, Indiana. A
buying club v/as started and, after six months of the bitter-
sweet ml.xti^re of adversities and successes, a store was opened
in December, being chartered as the Negro Cooperative Stores
Association. J, L, Reddix, v/ho was the leader of this ..iovement,
has told us of the difficulties faced, of the lack of experience
of the two employees hired, of the arrangements "made with one

of the members who had an ancient Ford truck to make deliveries
of all the merchants in the neighborhood who laughed at the
or^^anization with its antiquated fixtures and pitifully meager
stock, "These were trying times for this young cooperative;"
he says,**inany members did not have faith in the future of the
organization. They absolutely could not see how the future of
mankind could be tied up with a dingy little grocery store/'*^
Nevertheless, the young store carried on, doing about two
hundred dollars worth of business per week. The following year
emphasis was placed on the educational program. A course in
cooperation was introduced as a regular course in the adult
classes of the evening school, and in very short order, it
became sn overwhelming success.
Beginning with the publication of their now faiiious Five
Year Plan, which set forth a program for constant development
and expansion of their cooperative, the members of this class
injected new life Into the enterprise. The old store was
closed, and in August, 1934 a new, modern store v/as opened;
sales during the year were increased to ^35,000,00, The Con-
sumers' Cooperative Credit Union was established; also, there
was formed a miniature cooperative, in which the young people
operated an ice cream parlor and a candy store.
This very successful cooperative venture has undoubtedly
53
J,L. Reddix, The Negro Seeks P^conojdc Freedom Through
Cooperation, pp, 16-17,

served as an inspiration and indeed a model for other enter-
prises that followed and, in this respect, it deserves special
tribute.
One group to profit from the experiences of the Gary
venture, as well as from the experiences of others, was the
group of Rosenwald apartment tenants in Chicago, These indl-
vid\ials were on the whole post office employees and profe3siona^
people, who were suffering from high prices and Inferior goods,
by virtue of a monopoly held by the neighborhood store. The
group's first protests v/ere evidenced by a boycott against the
store. Then, J. L, Keddix of the Gary group suggested a buying
club. Made thus cooperative conscious, this group went forward
to look into cooperative possibilities. The story from this
point may be told in the words of V/illiam V. Cross, present
secretary of the Peoples' Consumer Cooperative of Chicago,
which was formed at that time:
A group of young men under the leadership of the
late Paul G, Stewart, an accountant, v/ere called
together on October 25, 1955 to listen to a discussion
on Consumer Cooperation by Mrs. Cook of Kansas City,
Missouri. ... This meeting stimulated these young men
to form a study class in the principles of consumer
cooperation. During the first week of January, 1936,
this study group purchased ten pounds of breakfast bacon
and sold it to themselves, realizing a profit of ^.1,05.
Thus was the beginning of the Buying Club. A store room
was obtained, cleaned out and shelves installed, A fevt
iteiiis of staple ^^roceries ware bought. The group
remained in the Buying Club stage for a period of seven-
teen months after which time ciembership had gj\:'i,vn to one
hundred seventy-five members and sales aggregated ^200.00
per week. This group opened a cooperative grocery of
staples, fresh fruit and vegetables comprising a iii.800,00
stock on Jujie 1(3, 1937,
A credit union was organized in connection with this
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store in August 1937,^
In March of 1941, the sales of the People's Cooperative
Society exceeded iji.50,000 per year. The credit union, at this
time, had capital stock of ^12,000,00, Xt had loaned since its
formation ^23,000.00, and to cite Llr. Cross— "No bad debts
written off yet J"
Following these successes, other cooperatives rapidly
sprang up. The People's Cooperative Society was formed in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, In Kansas, a prominent citizen. Dr. D, R
McGee, was active in the formation of the Consumers' Cooperative
Fuel end Mercantile Association of Wichita, Kansas. This
attempt, however. Just as the similar attempt of Kansas City,
Missouri, proved unsuccessful.
It is probable that other endeavors were also undertaken
In the Middle West at this time; nevertheless, it is certain
that the movement spread eastward and southward.
Miss Nannie H. Burrough, Negro educator, and T.liss Sadie
Morse Bethel took the lead in forming the Cooperative Industries
of Lincoln Heights, which wrs at first chartered as a self-help
cooperative under Federal grant. . . in., .
In Richmond, Virginia, a more ambitious enterprise was
undertaken. In 1927, E. R. Storrs of Richmond had presented to
th© people of that city a plan for cooperation, but to no avail,
interest in the movement, however, was aroused in 1937 when news
"^From a letter sent to the writer by Mr. William V. Cross,
Secretary of the People's Consumer Cooperative, Inc., on
March 17. 1941.
•

of the success of the cooperative in Gary was brought to
Richmond, Mr, Storrs called together a group of thirty-five
men v/ho enthusiastically formed and incorporated the Red Circle
Cooperative Association, In the following year, a total of one
hundred and twenty-five members had been attracted and ^1,200
capital collected.
Other cooperatives were studied, after which it was
decided to open a store. Accordingly, a store was equipped and
stocked and was opened on October 11, 1938, doing worth
of business the first day.
Continuing, v/e may well present the observations of
Samuel A, Rosenberg, Professor of Hampton Institute, accountant
for the Red Circle Cooperative, and one who has written some
excellent accounts of this enterprise:
The store is located
. , , across the street
from a unit of the largest chain in the United States,
This chain had for years positively refused to employ
Negro clerks in Richmond, After the Red Circle otore
had been in operation three months, however, a Negro
clerk was employed by the chain, V^hen this did not
cut into the cooperative's business, the chain store
started a cut-price v/ar. Wholesalers came to the
assistance of the Red Circle Cooperative and sold
goods to it at cost in order to meet this competition.
In a short time the chain management notified the owner
of the building which its store occupied that it v/as
sacrificing its yearly lease and would take only a two
months' lease. The manager was discharged and a new
one employed, who now operates the store alone except
on Saturdays, when an additional clerk comes In,-'-
1
From an original statement written by Mr, Samuel Rosenberg and
sent to the writer by Mr, E. R, Storrs, Feb, 21, 1941,

In January, 1941, It may be added, the Red Circle Bulletin
carried a xaodest, factual statement which revealed that the
chain store coiupetitor had gone out of business during the
summer of 1940,
Also during this year, the Red Circle Cooperative enlarged
and beautified its store, installing several pieces of raodern
store and office equipment and accessories. Then plans were
formulated for the opening of a second store, for which half
of the required equipment had been purchased. In addition to
these, the Red Circle Bulletin tells of other Intangible improve-
ments, such as improvement in service and increase in good will
of patrons. At the end of 1940 the membership of the coopera-
tive had increased to 439 and a field worker had just been
employed to solicit additional members. The cooperative had
sales of ;j^41,403.33 for the year, earning a profit of
41,199.20.'''
Not only did the Red Circle Cooperative itself expand,
setting up another store in Richmond, but it also advised other
groups entering into cooperative endeavors in other sections of
Virginia, However, even outside of these, other enterprises
were springing up all over the South.
Another cooperative was achieving striking pucce&ses in
Aberdeen, Virginia. In Georgia, cooperation was being welcomed
1
From a letter sent to the v/riter by Mr. E. R, Storrs,
Feb. 21, 1941,

In Macon, In this state. It lalght also be added, the
advantages of the college cooperctlve v/ere being displayed by
the highly successful experience of the cooperative at Georgia
State College. In the famous all Negro city of Mount Bayon,
Mississippi, cooperatives were also introduced. In Baltimore,
Dr, Miles Connor, president of the city's teacher's college,
actively engaged in the formation of a cooperative enterprise
in one of the leading churches of the city. In addition to
these, the entire South sav/ the formation of a large number of
small buying clubs, whose membership ranged anywhere from ten
to a hundred.
The movement, however, by no means confined Itself to the
South; it spread northward with encouraging rapidity. In
Pittsburgh, a successful cooperative enterprise was launched
under the leadership of J, E, Evans as the Citizens' Grocery
Company. In the first six months of business, this enterprise
did about 4-12,000, and from that point on, it continued its
success, and has already begun in its plan to establish other
stores. In New York City, the formation of the Harlem's Own
Cooperative, Inc, and the Progressive Consumers* Cooperative
enterprises stretched the dollar of Negro consumers, particu-
larly in the purchase of milk. Under the leadership of John
Harmon, the plan, which has already been put into operation,
is to federate the various local enterprises as they are formed
throughout the city. Carrying news of the success of these
enterprises to Boston, and lauding the work of John Harmon,
(
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William L, Imes, New York clergyman and active supporter of the
Federated Cooperativea, enthusiastically slated that they are
now in the process of realizing that type of competition that
the world needs, "the kind of co.upetitlon in which people are
striving to coiupete for service."
Other cooperatives were also being launched in New York
State. In Buffalo, for oxaiiiple, were formed the Active
Citizen's Cooperative, Inc. as well as the Buffalo Cooperative
Eoonoiiiic Society.
In New Haven, Connecticut, six post office e.uployees
recognized the advantages of cooperation. They caijie together ir.
February of 1957 to discuss a cooperative plan. For ten months
thereaf tor, the group continued to meet to study the general
movement. In December of the same year a store was opened as
th* Cooperative Business Council of New Haven.
The people of Massachusetts were not to be outdone by thesd
successes. Thus one heard of the activities of Y/alter Bonner
in the cooperative endeavor of New Bedford, Massachusetts. In
Boston, the Arms trong-Hemenway Foundation, a social service
center for the Negroes of that city, took the first tjteps under
the leadership of Mr, and Mrs. Julian Steele to encourage the
people that it served to cooperate. Accordingly, in June of
1939 there was organized the Roxbury Consumers' Cooperative
Society. .Since its formation this society has constantly
carried forth its v/eekly educational program. It now operates
a cooperative buying club, which it is planned will soon

expand Into a community cooperative store.
A child of the Roybury ConsiicLers' Coop0rative--a child
that has outgrovm its parent--is the Cooperative Viay Associatioii
of Boston formed under the leadership of Emerson Mosley.
This enterprise was begun in 1940 and has nov/ launched Boston's
first Kegro cooperative store.
From the historical sketch given, one may discern certain
definite, clear-cut characteristics of consiamers' cooperatives
Riiiong Negroes. P'irst may be observed the interrelation that
historically exists among the various enterprises of the move-
ment. The tendency has been for new cooperatives to branch out
from these enterprises already formed, to be formed by the
leaders of already existing ^^roups, or in some way to be based
on established enterprises.
The formation of new cooperatives by leaders of already
existing enterprises is especially noticeable. Indeed, in the
history of the Negro movement the names that stand out in any
of the major enterprises usually stand out in many enterprises.
Vividly Illustrative of this characteristic are the
activities of E. R, Storrs in Virginia, Mr, Storrs, as stated
above, may b© credited v/ith the formation of one of the most
successful cooperative attempts in the Negro movement, Eoweverj
he has constantly expanded his activities with the aim of thus
multiplying individual enterprises and expanding the xuovement
as a v»hole. Perhaps a deeper appreciation of this fact may be
conveyed by presenting an excerpt from a letter sent by

Mr. Storra to the writer: "X an expecting," he v/rote, "within
the neict two weeks to sign papers closing tho deal for the
purchase of a building In the western section of our city
flvichiiiond J for the opening of our second store, fixtures for
which have already been purchased. , , , About three months
ago, I assisted in organizing a cooperative association in
Norfolk. They are now conducting a cainpaign for iaeiiibers and
stock sales. They expect to begin operating this si.iminer. On
this coming Tuesday night, I expect to go to Ports-douth,
Virginia, to assist in organizing a group there. And thus go
on the activities of E, R, Litorrs,
The activities of V/.E.B, DuBois may also serve as illustra
tlve. Ills earlier specific endeavors have already been dis-
cussed. In later years, he has carried on an energetic cam-
paign throughout the nation in an effort to arouse the Negro to
a recognition of the benefits of consumers' cooperation. In
speeches, in the press, and at least in one major conference of
recent years, he has assiduously striven to encourage Negroes
to cooperate,
Gilchrist otewart v/as axiiong the leaders of the Negro
Farmers • Cooperative in 1922, He was also Influential In the
organization of the Peoples' Consumer Cooperative of Chicago,
In this latter cooperative, the name of Mrs, H, 0, Cook stands
E, R. Storrs, Ibid,

out. But, in addition, she was also prominent in the Fuel
Cooperative of Kansas City, I^Iissouri, J. L, fieddlx was also a
motivating force in the Chicago cooperative; hov/evor, he was a
more powerful influence in the Gary iiiovement. The publicity
4^Qined by the Gary movement through the pen of Mr, Reddix is
certainly one reason that this enterprise has served as a nodol
for imj.ny enterprises that followed. But Mr. Reddl^c hliuself has
been active in the New York iiioveinent, though the name of John
Harmon here stands out more prominently. In addition, the name
of Miss Nannie Burroughs woi.ld not be omitted in connection
with the Washington, D. C, movement. Also, the Steeles and
the Armstrong-PIemenway Foundation are intiioately associated
with the youn^ Boston movement.
It should be noted that the above Is not an attempt to
list the names of hose who havvj initiated the organization of
cooperatx v/Qs amonij, .^iegroes. The names presented merely serve
as 13 lustra tive of the basic characteristic of the Negro move-
ment that ;.'.lmoa .'.nvariably individuals may be cited for the
success or various enterprises.
It may then, in sUiomary, be said that experience has shown
that the or^janlzation of cooperatives by individuals has proved
effective. However, it caruiot be overs tressed that the ^oup
which is to cooperate must be made to feel the need of coopera-
tion, primarily through an educational program and a study
group. It becomes, tliorefore, encouragingly significant that
the leaders of the successful Negro cooperatives have placed
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stress on education.
One may now consider with interest the proposals of John
Hope, who suggests that since "the actual leadership has come
mainly from teachers, preachers, and public employees /' why not
have an intensive educational program directed at these three
groups who will furnish "the spearhead to accelerate the
cooperative movement among one of the most economically needy
groups in the nation."'^
Also to be considered with interest are the proposals of a
National Negro Sorority, as reported by the associated Negro
press from Chicago:
Iota Phi Lamda Sorority will sponsor the
organization of cooperative buying groups, and
credit groups , , . according to a statement made
by the national president, Mrs. Lola M. Parker,
this week.
Through the organization of cooperative buying
groups and credit unions, with the ultimate objectives
of stores and offices, members will not only benefit
from their investments, but will eventually be in a
position to offer employment and security to mtmagers,
clerks and accountants, Mrs. Parker pointed out,
2
It would certainly seem that in the light of the
experience of the past these proposals will aid in speeding up
consumers' cooperation among Negroes in the future.
The reader may well note that in the entire discussion the
case study method has been used in preference to the statistlca
''John Hope II. "Rochdale Cooperation Among Negroes", Phylon,
Vol. I, No. 1, p. 52.
^Afro-Amerloan Nev/spapers, "Iota Phi Lambda Plans Coop
'-rovris". Decfiiiibor 23. 1941, •
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method; for, after all, the primary purpose has been to show
processes, to show what cooperation by actual de;aons tration is
capable of doing for the Negro, Nevertheless, the question
does arise as to the actual extent to v/hich the movement has
progressed among Negroes,
Although no statement of the actual number of such cooperal
tives can be given, it may be stated with assurance that that
nvtmb^r is small. However, even this statement will quickly giv<
rise to another query: If the movement has by actual demonstra-
tion proved its capability of working to the benefit of the
Negro, why then has it not been very widely adopted?
There are of course a number of factors that have retarded
the growth of cooperation among Negroes; and in the following
chapter we shall sketch the most important of these, as well as
other favorable, counterbalancing factors.

CHAPTER IV
FACTORS INFLUENCING NEGRO COOPERATION
The presentation of the historical sketch in the preceding
chapter exemplified the striking successes that consumers'
cooperatives can achieve within the Negro group. However, at
the end, it was suggested that because of the existence of
certain factors, the movement has not really developed to any
great extent among Negroes.
Since Negroes are Americans, it is of course not
surprising that the forces that have impeded the growth of
consumers' cooperation within the nation as a whole have also
Impeded the growth of the jiovement within the Negro segment of "
the nation. But it will be shown that in addition to these
factors, there exist still other impediments that have retarded
the development of the movement.
One may readily realize that the theme of the treatise,
that consumers • cooperation represents a plan for the economic
and social betterment of the Negro, is made possible not only
by the fact that the movement to date is still virtually
unadopted by the group, but, more important, by the fact that
it does show prospects of becoming more widely adopted in the
future. Accordingly, this chapter will end with an analysis
of the factors that are making and will make consumers' coopera-
tion favorable to the Negro and the Negro favorable to It,
True cons\amers' cooperation began in 1844, at a time when

Negroes, on a whole, were still in bondage. It has been shown
that even at this tlxr^e, a certain broad type of cooperation did
exist; but, of course, it was not the type with which we are
here concerning ourselves. Obviously, the lack of free will,
and very probably a lack of initiative on the part of the
slaves, prevented the adoption of consumers • cooperation at
that time.
Dr. V/illiam Lloyd lines would have us believe that even
today one may see traces of that slave psychology of by-gone
days. Others would state that because of the psychological
repercussions of slavery on the Negro, he can be aroused to
act collectively, even today, only by energetic and aggressive
leadership on the part of the more capable of the race. Never-
theless, the fact remains that during slavery, being suppressed
even below the first rung of the economic and social ladder,
the Negro did not cooperate.
But, one may ask, why has Negro cooperation been so meager
from the Civil V/ar to very recent years? To such a query, one
could, of course, shrug his shoulders and say, "well, it simply
hasn't been the vogue in America." And, surprisingly, there
would exist much truth in this generally inadequate explanation.
The American heritage has been private initiative and under
takings for profit--alv/ays v/ith an eye on corporations, big
business, and ultimately more profits. In past days the America|i
family v/ent to town v.nd stocked up from the typical general
store with its rolling, genial .proprietor. Later, the American

family sent down for or had sent up its needed provisions from
the neighborhood or "corner" store, the proprietor of which
simply charged the account. Even later, the chain c tores intro-
duced themselves to supplement and often supplant these corner
stores. Then, still later, super-markets and food fairs came
on the seen© along with community loarkets.
All of these enterprises, which are of a private nature,
are typically American. They are an American heritage, and it
should certainly not be overlooked that it is this heritage into
which the Negro is born, and he. Just as all, is simply a product
of all of this.
Being reminded of this fact, one may perhaps more easily
understand why the business activities of the Negro have
followed the traditional American pattern. It seems that the
business activities of the Negro after the Civil War are not
widely known, although these activities were just as prolific
as the Negro's well known political activities of the same
period, and they extended over a longer period of time. Indeed,
for three decades following the Civil War, Negro businesses were
abundant, and in many local communities much of the trade was
dominated by Negro merchants.
Hov/ever, since the turn of the century, it seems that these
activities have steadily been on the decline. In many local
communities, those Negroes who had at one time made up the bulk
of merchants serving Negro households, v/ere gradually replaced
by merchants of other races. Now, one may pass through a
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typical Negro neighborhood, and though he will see a small
neighborhood store on nearly every corner, rsrely v/ill he ever
see one operated by a Negro.
Nevertheless, there still are Negro businesses, and there
have been Negro businesses since the Civil V/ar, And the point
that it is desired to emphasize here is that these businesses
have followed the American pattern of private enterprises.
In 1900, under the leadership of Booker T, Washington, the
National Negro Business League was formed in order to encourage
and proiaote Negro businesses. Today this organization, in con-
Junction with nuiiierous local business councils, is actively
encouraging Negroes to become business conscious. But, in
accordance with the typical American approach, they think only
of private enterprises.
In spite of the fact that there do exist today those who
advocate private business as an exit for th© Negro's econoziic
dilemma, no digression will be made to show the defects of
private business or of the capitalistic system as a whole. Wa
know that the Negro is in need of a plen~-a system—an economy.
He was born into the capitalistic system, it is true, but he
has never really become a part of that system; for under it he
has become the exploited not the exploiter. Consumers' coopera-
tion is therefore presented as the economic system for the Negrc
Nevertheless, it may be emphasized that the capitalistic system
is really not suited to the Negro.
•

The individual Negro merchant has shown us from frequent
experiences with private enterprises that because of lack of
capital, unfriendly wholesalers, to mention tv/o of many
reasons, it is often difficult or impossible for Negroes to
compete successfully against merchants of other groups. Like-
wise, the trend of the capitalistic system as a whole has
shown us that to adopt such a system would be to tie the group
to the flag staff of a sinking vessel. Dr. DuBois vividly
suggests the decline of capitalism in stating that "in the
future reorganization of industry the consiimer as against the
producer is going to become the key man. Industry is to be
guided according to his v/ants .and needs and not exclusively
with regard to the profit of the producers and transporters.
Just as the Negro has followed the American tradition in
his role as a business entrepreneur, just so has he followed
that tradition in his role as a consumer; and this is more
important, for obviously the Negro is primarily a consvimer.
Since the Civil War the Negro too has visited in succession the
general store, the corner store, the chain stores and food
fairs, and he, just as the great American public, has habitually
looked toward private enterprises for the fulfillment of his
needs.
Dr. DuBois too realizes that the Negro's power exists in
1
W, E. B, DuBois, Dusk of Dawn, p. 208.
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his status as a consumer. However, this author goes further to
suggest that the social institutions of the Negro are almost
entirely those of consumers, "... and," he continues, "it is
precisely along the line of these institutions that he can
move in general accordance with the oconojiiic development of
his time and of the larger white group, and also in this way
evolve unified organization for his own economic salvation.
The fact that Negroes, both as business entrepreneurs and
consumers, have tended, in accordance with American tradition,
to think in terms of private rather than cooperative enter-
prises does not explain completely why the latter type of enter-
prises have not been more widely adopted by the group.
Certainly, other reasons exist. There is, for example, the
lack of knowledge about cooperation.
It was shown in Chapter I that really very little is known
about cooperation by the people in the nation as a whole; like-
wise, very little is known about it by Negroes. Many individ-
uals have never even heard of the movement; many who have heard
of it vaguely tiiinic of it as a "nev/ fangled idea" and have
little or no conception as to how it works. But over and above
this is the additional fact that there seems to exist on the
part of many whites an open antagonism to making cooperative
knov/ledge available to the Negro. In many Negro communities.
1
Ibid, p. 210,
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one of the laost effective means of spreading cooperative
knowledge is to introduce a course in consumers' cooperation in
the evening schools. However, the schools of so oany of these
communities are doiainated by white merchants, that there is
often little chance of offering such a course. Thus, Ignorance
of cooperation, which is one sure way of retarding its growth,
is perpetuated. Another factor that has retarded the growth of
cooperation aaong Negroes is the fact that the Negro has lived
an essentially rural life. Experience has shown that coopera-
tives are most successful in industrial areas and least access-
ful in rural areas. Although study has proved this conclusion
true, it is, nevertheless, obvious. If individuals are
scattered over a wide area, the chances of their coniing together
to cooperate are of course less than they would be if the
individuals lived together in a small compact community.
United States census figures show that as late as 1930,
by far the majority of Negroes lived in the South, which is, of
course, predominantly rural. And fully four-fifths of the
Southern Negroes lived in the rural areas of the "rural" South.
Considering these facts, it may thus be more fully appreciated
that the typically rural life of Negroes has retarded their use
of consumers' cooperation.
At this point a word should be said concerning the increas-
ing urbanization of the Negro, Negro labor was first attracted
to the industrial areas in great numbers during the pre-v/ar
period of 1914 when industries were beginning to feel the labor
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shortage that was due to the drop In immigration as well as to
the increase in eiiilgration. It is estimated that in 1914 Negro
workers in industry increased from 220,000 to 550,000. Between
1916 and 1920 an additional 500,000 x»dgrated to industrial area^
and thus began the Great Migrations of the Negro, Edwin R.
Embree tells of the conflicts that were provoked by the ^migra-
tions .
In the South the attempt was to keep the cheap labor
there; in the North the attempt v;as to prevent the immigration
of these new workers.^ Nevertheless, the migrations continued
and, indeed, increased.
Numerous Negro soldiers returning from the front sought to
escape the oppression of their Dixie homeland and chose to
settle in the more liberal North, soon to be followed there by
relatives and friends.
During the twenties, when industries proceeded to soar to
prosperous heights, the Negro ioigrations to the North continued
And many of those who remained in the South left their farms to
go to the growing industrial centers of the South,
Then during the thirties', because of the overexpansion of
farm capacity (with its consequent overproduction of farm
products), because of the persistence of poor-farming methods,
of rapid soil deterioration, and of the unfavorable bank situa-
tion, the profits of the best of farmers dwindled to virtually
1
See Edwin R, Embree, Brov/n America, pp, 38-47,
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nothing. As a result, a considerable number of Negro farms,
which were largely sub-marginal farms, ceased to operate.
This in turn made for the migration to urban centers of l^rge
masses of Negro faiiillies.
The result of all of this has been a rapid decline in the
proportion of rural Negroes and an increase in the proportion
of urban or industrial Negroes. Since cooperatives are usually-
least successful in rural areas and most successful in industrieitl
areas, it would at a glance seem that as the Negro made his
Great I.iigrations away from the rural areas, that he woiild mak© a{
greater use of cooperation. As a matter of fact, history has
shown us that this is true; ho v/ever, it has also shown us that
cooperation does not immediately follow migration.
Obviously, before a group will cooperate, they must come
together and remain together over a period of time during which
they may together strive toward the solution of common problems.
The Great Migrations of the Negro may well be termed his Great
Mobility over the last score of years, and certainly coopera-
tives will not be formed if those who are to cooperate are
constantly on the march and are constantly parting ways. Only
after the migrants have settled in the new area, such ss the
Negroes who settled near the steel mills of Gary, will consumers
cooperation tend to come into use.
Of course, the migrations and the mobility of the Negro may
be exaggerated. Not all the Negroes left the South; indeed, the
majority of Negroes even today are still in the South, Mor did

all of the Negroes in the South leave their farms, for Southern
Negroes even today are predominantly rural. Nevertheless, the
mobility of the Negro within the nation, within the South and
within co^rlmunities of the South has been sufficiently great to
be here considered as a factor that has retarded the growth of
consumers' cooperation v/ithin the Negro group.
The next factor that has ijaipoded the groY^th of cooperative
enterprises ainong Negroes has been, surprisingly, the lack of a
felt need lor such enterprises. The discussion of this factor
must of necessity be subjective and be based entirely on
personal conclusions. However, proceeding from that base, it
does seem that Negroes as a whole have not, until recently,
felt the need for cooperation. Notice that it is stated that
Negroes have not felt the need for cooperation, and not that
they have not needed cooperation. For there can be little
doubt that the Negro has long been in dire need of the benefits
of cooperation, and particularly does this need exist in the
South,
Indeed, in speaking of the Negro sharecroppers in the
South, Sherwood Eddy suggests that the Negro's condition under
prevailing conditions are worse than were the conditions of the
slave under the slaveholder who had, this author contends,
certain obligations to their slaves. "But the modern landowner
Is under no such obligation to these poor Negro sharecroppers
who pre often in economic slavery without civil liberties,
denied the vote, kept in illiteracy and refused basic elemental
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jiiatice which they cannot expect in the planters' courts,""^
And these conditions have certainly existed for a long time.
But, in spite of such a deplorable state, it is probably true
to say that for scores of years, the Negro still felt no need
for an econoiuic plan. He was born into poverty, grew up in
poverty, and all his life knew nothing but poverty; he wae
certainly not iiiotivated to cooperate.
Nor was education used to arouse the Negro to his needs.
Even today, it has been shown by the President's Advisory
Cormnittee on Education that under the system of segregation in
the South schools for Negroes are only half as adequate as
schools for whites; yet these latter schools fall below the
o
national average.^ One may v/ell imagine the situation fifty or
sixty years ago.
During the first World War and the period following, the
stagnant life of the Negro was shaken; lailllons of Negroes left
their farms to brush shoulders with the v/orld, and, as discussed
earlier, many of these individuals never retujpned to their
farms. It is very probable that at this time great numbers of
Negroes became conscious of their relatively low plane of
living and thus felt the need for improvement. However, the
higher wages of the industrial North and the relatively great
Improvement of conditions during the prosx^erous twenties*
^S>^Qrwood Kddy, A Door of Opportunity, p. 17,
j
^See "Education", Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 51, No. 2,
Aug., 1940, p. 354.

benumbed the Negro to a consciousness of his need for a far-
reaching plan. Thus, the Ne^ro again was not motivated to
cooperate.
No effort has been made to allocate relative v/eights to
the various factors discussed, with the idea of determining
the degree to which each factor has retarded the cooperative
movement axnong Negroes. Furtherix:ore, such an effort is
unnecessary. The inrportant fact is that the foregoing factors
represent the major iinpediments that have prevented consumers*
cooperation from developing to any great extent among Negroes,
The rapidity with v/hich events have been occurring in the
world today, the narrowness of our activities today--activl ties
for war purposes, and the uncertainty of the years to come all
make prediction concerning consumers' cooperation among Negroes
a hazardous venture.
During the present period, the "normal" life of the Negro
has been greatly disturbed; for he, just as his fellow American
has been called into the armed services and into industrial
areas to help supply the enornious quantity of man power needed
in the war effort.
Of course, one readily realizes the necessity of the
present disorganization; he may likewise recognize the benefits
that will accrue to the Negro from such a disorganization, Dee|>
rooted customs of race suppression will be uprooted and dis-
rupted by present disorganizing forces. Nevertheless, the
point to be considered here is that at present, and for years t6

come, prevailing conditions will make any widespread adoption
of cooperation by Negroes very unlikely.
This is not to say, however, that the movement will make
no progress in the next fev/ years. Certainly other cooperative
enterprises will be undertaken, and those cooperatives already
in existence will surely grow and expand. And, although the
writer does feel that because of the present v;orld disorganiza-
tion that the Ne^iro xiiovement will not soon reach its full
stride, it cannot be overlooked that there exists a marvellous
combination of factors that v/ill certainly make cooperation the
plan for the Negro in years to come.
One factor working toward that end may well be termed the
awakening of the Negro, for more and more in recent years the
Negro has av/akened to a realization of his great need for an
econo^aic plan. This awakening may be attributed in part to the
sufferings and hardships of the ^.igration and depression years.
But more important, it may be attributed to the increased
education of the Negro.
Today, a larger number of Negroes are receiving a higher
education than ever before. However, not only do these trained
individuals feel the need of economic improvement for themselve^,
but also for the group as a whole, indeed, it is fast becoming
typical of the Negro college graduate to emerge from college
v;ith enthusiastic ideas for the econo.J.c and social salvation
of the race. Thus, becoming increasingly conscious of his
needs for improvement, it may well be expected that the Negro

will continue to give increasing attention to cons'uiuers •
cooperation*
Not only is the Negro becoming more conscious of his need
for a plan, but i..ore and laore he is being thrown into a posi-
tion which is conducive to the execution of a cooperative plan.
For, es previously shown, the urbanization of the Negro is
constantly being effected. Even beyond this is the fact that
in urban centers it is very often the tendency to concentrate
Negroes in close compact areas. Zoning laws in many cities
accomplish this end. The federal housing program has in many
parts further accentuated this tendency, Alain Locke, faxnous
Negro historian, likewise recognizes that the concentration of
Negroes may prove advantageous, "Because of the new concentra-
tions in city areas," says Locke, "there has been a marked
heightening of the sense of group solidarity and common
interests. This will prove to be the most potential and power-
ful factor in the v/hole situation, if ever the exigencies of
Negro life should demand large-scale mass action,"''' The highly
popular "Clean-Block Campaign" has actually exemplified the
fact that concerted action may come forth from Negroes in
concentrated city areas.
On any summer morning in many Eastern cities, one may walk
through Negro neighborhoods and see large numbers of community
Alain Locke, The Negro in America, pp. 34-36,

meiabers scrubbing steps, polishing marble facades, watering
flowers in boxes, and together cleaning the streets. In each
coininunlty the residents are organized into groups, each of
which elects a captain. One day a week the captains meet at
the office of the Afro-American Newspapers, which sponsors the
caiiipalgn. This plan has not only achieved reniarkable success
in beautifying neighborhoods, but also in making Negro coc^mun-
itles group-minded. And this campaign is siniply illustrative
of the group action and group solidarity being achieved a i.ong
Negroes tlriroughout the nation.
This suggests another factor which will surely do much to
encourage the successful promotion of consumers • cooperatives
among Negroes in the future. This factor is the homogeneous
composition of the Negro group.
The matter of homogeneity in connection with consumers'
cooperation is usually considered quite delicate, for one of
the basic principles of consumers' cooperation is that open
membership should be observed. But the formation of coopera-
tive groups among homogeneous groups Implies segregation,
isolation, and. restrictive membership. In this connection It
is interesting to note that "becaiise neutrality in race,
politics, and religion is a principle observed by true Rochdale
cooperatives, and because these cooperatives also have open
membership, the Cooperative League keeps no statistics Con
cooperatives among racial groups].'^
From a letter sent to the writer by the Cooperative League of

Nevertheless, we are not at this time considering whether
cooperatives should be organized among homogeneous groups, it i||s
simply being suggested that the homogeneity of a group will
serve as an iix^petus to cooperation, and, indeed, will insure
greater cooperative success. In Chapter One it was shown that
cooperatives in America have enjoyed their greatest success
among homogeneous racial groups, Likev/ise, it was shown that
Professor Burley, recognizing this fact, further observed that
occupational homogeneity was gradually being used in America in
place of the "much needed" racial homogeneity, which is, of
course, lacking.
But then, even agreeing that homogeneity will encourage
cooperation, the writer has been asked, is the Negro group
really homogeneous? There do naturally exist differences withi|i
the group: political differences, educational differences,
religious differences, and, ifideod, "class " differences. Howevel",
in spite of the numerous differences that exist within the
group, Negroes as a whole represent 9 strikingly homogenous uni^
First, because of common physical characteristics and a common
culture, Negroes are for all x>ractical purposes a race. But th^i
strongest bond that unifies and givfjs a sense of oneness to
Negroes finds its roots "in comiiaon memories of suffering in the
pa^'tr in present threats of degradation and extinction; in
common ambitions and Ideals; in emulation and the determination
to prove ability and desert.""^
1
W, E, B. DuBois, Dusk of Dawn, p, 219,

Negroea may, therefore, be considered as a homogeneous grotip,
and, to iTiake for hope, this is a type of homogeneity which may
well serve as the impetus to cooperative action on the part of
the group.
Another factor that will work toward making cooperation
the Negroes plan for the future is that th6 Negro is still
primarily a consumer. In recent years the purchasing power
of the Negro has far exceeded two billion dollars yearly. This
is a i^iarket that has certainly not been ignored by merchants of
other races. However, now, more than ever before, Negroes are
keenly aware of the potentialities of this market. Being thus
consumer conscious, the Negro may well be ejcpected to cooperate
and enjoy the profits in which he at present has little share.
The fact that the cooperative movement as a whole now has
a firm foothold in America will assuredly continue to react
favorably to the formation of Negro cooperatives. The antagon-
ism of white merchants to Negro cooperatives has already been
pointed out. Obviously, if Negroes were to launch cooperative
enterprises and be forced to depend on such merchants for
wholesale purchases, an iiunedlate obstacle would be encountered,
Fortunately, no cooperative has to facfe this obstacle, for well
established cooperative wholesales exist, and these wholesales
have constantly cooperated with the retail groups. This v/as
Illustrated in the price war of the Red Circle Cooperative. The
same story of goodwill and cooperative cooperation could have
been cited in reference to the Consumers* Cooperative Trading

Comptmy of Gary, the Peoples* Conauxiiers ' Cooperative of Chicago
end other cooperatives throughout the nation. Surely, the
advancQiuent of the iiioveiuent as a whole has made for and will
continue to oiake for the advanceiuent of the movement among
Ne^^roes •
This introduces our final factor that makes the future
bright for cooperation among Negroes. Namely, the Negro
cooperative movenient has already begun. The preceding chapter
sketched the striking successes that Negro enterprises are now
achieving, Nqw, having discussed those factors that have
retarded the movement and those factors that have advanced the
movement, we arrive at an obvious conclusion:
The future for consuiiiers' cooperation among Negroes is
prospective; in a world at peace, many such enterprises should
be launched
•
in the light of the history of the cooperative movement,
a practical plan for realizing our si.uple conclusion has been
formulated. We may now, in the final chapter, review this
plan.
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CHAPTER V
AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PLAN FOR THE NEGRO
When the writer's Interest In constimers ' cooperation was
first aroused, his immediate reaction to the movement was that
It would be splendidly adaptable to the Negro group. Subse-
quent study verified this cursory impression; however, it
likewise showed that many others had recognized this same
adaptability of the movement. Still further study revealed
that an ever greater number of individuals had grasped the
central idea of the cooperative plan as applicable to the
Negro,
The central idea of cooperation as a plan for the Negro
is simply that the group may by united action free themselves
from their precarious dependence on others and by their own
resources improve their economic and social status. The
attempt is, in a sense, one to have the Negro pull himself up
by his own bootstraps.
The old idea of colonization of Negroes was partly based
on this idea. The utter impracticability of these schemes was
soon realized; the well nigh impossibility of such schemes*
working today Is obvious. Nevertheless, one of the arguments
often advanced for such schemes was that they v/ould enable the
individual to achieve his own economic freedom.
Dr. Mason Hawkins, in expanding on his idea of the
"Group Economy," also envisaged a plan whereby the Negro would
work toward economic freedom by group action.

other proposals, such as the establishment of a Negro
state in the United States, or Garvey's more ambitious
proposal of an international "Black State," also strove to
effectuate the idea of Negro independence to make for Negro
progress.
Not only did the writer find that this aspect of his
plan lacked originality, but, as suggested above, he soon
found that many others had set forth consumers' cooperation as
the plan for the Negro,
Charles Gide recognized in passing that the movement
would very likely spread among the Negroes in America, Many
of the nation's leading "thinkers," those men concerned with
the problems of man, have advocated cooperation as a plan for
the Negro, National figures, such as Reinhold Niehbur and
Sherwood Eddy, have actually forwarded the movement. A great
number of leading men and women of the Negro race have also
recognized the 5idaptability of the movement to the group. In
the Negro press and in addresses delivered throughout the
nation, Negro educators, Negro clergymen, and others have
often urged Negroes to cooperate. V/e have seen in Chapter III
that several prominent Negroes have actually engaged in the
organization of various cooperative enterprises. As far back
aL« 1918 an excellent statement of consumers' cooperation as a
plan for the Negro was presented by W, E. B, DuBois, In 1940,
promising steps were taken by the Iota Phi Lambda Sorority to
effectuate such a plan. It now seems only logical that given

the theme Idea, that If the Negro becomes economically-
Independent of others, he can make for greater and faster
progress, and gives an adequate tool whereby this end may be
accompli3hed--for instance, consiimers • cooperation--that nearlji
all "plans" for the Negro will approximate each other if indeed
they are not Identical, The writer is therefore not surprised
that a plan, which offhand had appeared to have features of
uniqueness, should turn out to be so universally conceived.
Nevertheless, this universality of conception merely seems to
make the plan all the sounder.
In the very beginning, steps should be taken to assure
adequate organization for efficient administration of the planj
Accordingly, in an appropriate area, there would be held a
Negro Economic Conference, composed of individuals whom we may
call "the leaders of the race," The conference, it may be
noted, would be of a local nature, being limited to a particu-
lar city or state. The aim of the conference would be
specifically stated as one to promote cooperation among Negroed,
Negro fraternal organizations represent a large proporticn
of successful men and women of the race; therefore, the support)
of these bodies would be solicited. This support being
pledged, representatives v/ould appear at the proposed confer-
ence.
The Negro Economic Conference would also include
representatives from the Negro church. The 1930 census figureij
showed a total of 36,505 independent Negro churches in the
nation, and these figures are merely suggestive of the church'^

real Influence in many areas. Negro churcheo have in many
local conanunitles urged their congregations to patronize Negro
businesses; however, generally, churches have not been busi-
ness minded. Since consumers' cooperation by Its very nature
approaches the Christian ideal, American churches - -overs tepplnj
;
denominational lines--have actively supported the movement.
It may well be expected that similar approval and support will
come from the Negro church. Surely, the church would have
representation at the Conference.
Negro educators would likewise receive representation at
the Conference, Negro professors in the scores of Negro col-
leges throughout the South and in the growing tmiverslty
centers have conducted numerous studies of the Negro and of
Negro comraunitles , Obviously, striking contributions and
scientific guidance could be given the conference by these
Individuals.
Important representatives to the Conference would be the
leaders of the present Negro cooperative movement, including
delegates from running Negro cooperatives throughout the
nation.
Other leading Negro men and women would also attend the
conference, including spokesmen from as many social service
agencies as possible.
In view of the universal approval of consumers* coopera-
tion on the part of Negro leaders, such a conference as the
one proposed Is almost certain to meet with enthusiastic

response. The Conference would also have several advantageous
features. Primarily, there v/ould evolve from the Conference a
Negro "Pellervo" that v;ould initiate the formation of coopera-
tive enterprises throughout the area, and would make for the
coordination of these enterprises as the movement grew. Still
•later, similar movements in many areas could be federated and
directed on a nation wide basis. Then, because of the diver-
gent groups that the conference would represent, it is probable
that such favorable publicity could be given to the movement.
In college communities, among congregations of all denomina-
tions, and among other groups throughout the area, consumers'
cooperatives would be set forth as an economic and social plan
for the Negro, In addition, such a program would certainly
command the attention of every important Negro publication in
the nation.
The fact that the Negro Economic Conference would
represent divergent groups of the Negro race assumes even
greager significance in another light. Consumers* cooperation
is not only an economic plan. It is educational, social, and
in a sense religious as well. Neither is cooperation a mere
economic theory to C, F. Strickland, who gives expression to
that fact and further suggests that it is neither a road to a
solely economic end, but embraces in its interest the whole
sphere of human relations. The scope of the movement being as
broad as it is, it is desirable and aj^propriate, if not
necessary, to have at the conference representation of the
divergent aspects of Negro life.
a"
Out of the Negro Econoiaic Conference would be formed an
association, whose aim would be to initiate cooperatives among
Ne^^roes. The association would select a certain number of
prospective cooperative communities, that is communities in
which for various reasons a cooperative enterprise would be
likely to succeed. Teachers, clergymen, social workers,
cooperatives, or other social-minded individuals would call
together in the various communities groups of interested indi-
viduals to discuss cooperation. As a result of such meetings
It is believed that several study groups and cooperative buying;
clubs would be formed.
The association would form the basic pattern for these
enterprises. Generally, they would remain in the buying club
stage for at least a year, during which time the techniques
and philosophy of the movement would be thoroughly studied.
Also, cooperative savings clubs would be formed as important
corollaries of the buying clubs. In addition, the groups woulc,
affiliate themselves with the wholesale cooperative of the
area end with the district league of the Cooperative League of
the U, S, A. After the first year, if these enterprises have
a membership of one hundred or more and a capitalization of
three thousand dollars, a cooperative store may be opened.
Delegates from these various enterprises v/ould become
members of the association which initiated the various enter-
prises; this association in time would represent a federation
of the various cooperative units of the city.
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As was shov/n in Chapter III, various social minded
individuals, for example, E. R, Storrs of the Red Circle
Cooperative in Virginia, are in practice going into nearby
comniunities initiating cooperative enterprises. Under the
plan proposed, systeinatic progressive steps would be taken to
initiate these enterprises under an association whose sole tasl
would be to stimulate such undertakings, Vvhen the plan was
operating successfully in several areas, the associated bodies
of the various areas could in turn form an organization com-
posed of representatives from these various associations,
V/ithin a few years, this body of federated associations would
represent a powerful national agency for the economic and socia]
progress of Negroes.
It should be noted that although this movement would
ultimately become national in scope, it would not, like DuBols'
proposal of 1918, or the Iota Phi Lambda's proposal of 1940,
be begun as a national program and carried to the local com-
munities. Also, it should be noted that the association to
be formed in a given area would not establish any cooperatives.
Rather, it would urge local groups to form cooperatives, then
It would simply see to it that these groups adhered to coopera-
tive principles, that they becaine affiliated with the larger
cooperative movement, and that they did not go into the opera-
tion of a store until their study of the technique of coopera-
tion, and until their funds and their membership were
sufficiently adequate to assure cooperative success.

Then, only after the flrat phases of the plan v/ere
successfully operoting in several cities or states would the
movement expand into the national sphere. The entire plan to
this point is, in brief, building the pyramid froia the base
upward.
As suggested above, when the movement did reach national
proportions, it would be in a strategic position to reap
economic and social benefits for the Negro.
Certainly this movement would not solve the llegro labor
problem, but just as certainly it would solve the problem of
thousands and thousands of Negroes who would be given jobs
with decent working conditions and decent v/ages. As coopera-
tives were established to meet other needs, for instance in
the fields of services, credit, and insurance, an even greater
nuLiber of employees would be required. But even more importenj^,
such a movement would put into the hands of the Negro the
tools of business, A wholesome demand would obviously be
created for clerks, bookkeepers, accountants, auditors, and
other individuals trained in business. DuBois suggests even
more interesting possibilities: socialized professions,
including socialized medicine and socialized lav/."""
In brief, the Negro economy v/ould create employment for
Negro workers and Negroes in the professions. Yet, the primarjr
end of such employment would be service, not profit.
See Y/,E.B, DuBois, Dusk of Dawn, pp, 213-215.

Not only the cooperr. tives , but the very organization
that these coopeifs tives v/ould bring about v;ould reap striking
benefits for the Negro. For exa-nple, the monopolistic practices
of non-Negro businesses would be broken.
The great number of non-Negro businesses found in
completely Negro coicmunities has previously been cited. Also,
in tracing the development of cooperatives, it was shown that
one of these private businesses which had to that time stubborn-
ly refused to hire Negroes, iinmediately responded to its
cooperative competitor by hiring Negro clerks. In short, the
monopolistic position of that business was broken; the business
was compelled to employ those v/ho, indeed, make it possible fo]|
the business to emoloy anyone. Throughout hundreds of Negro
communities, ;iionopolies are held by non-Negro businesses, Eveiji
if the proposed plan is launched on a small scale, it will
bring immediate results in breaking the monopoly of thos©
businesses. Indeed, Ellis Cowling stresses the fact that the
control of a large volume is not necessary "to begin to make
Impact on the capitalistic tendency to concentrate wealth.
Through ownership of a relatively^^ small portion of the channe|jL8
of distribution - nd the means of production the consumers can
put effective bri.'/.es on the abuses of economic power which go
«1
along with monopoly," V/ith established cooperative v/holesalala
already as friendly as they are, the "means of production"
"Ellis Cowling, Co-operatives in America
, pp. 186-187, Also
Charles Gide, Consumers' Co-operative Societies, p, 108,

mentioned are already available.
Since consuKit^rs* cooperation is by its very nature a plaij.
of self help, the execution of o^ich a plan among Negroes would
give to the £,roup the self respect and that "spirit that comes
to a lowly people" of Y/hich John Hope speaks, and it would
achieve for the group organization and group solidarity.
It should be eriiphasized here that this advantage of
organization is of great importance, VJe have previously seen
that the strong cooperative organization of the Finlanders, th^
Swedes, and the Bohemians has inade a cooperative xaoveinent
possible in Araerica, Strong cooperative organization of Negroes
would simply add to the organization of the movement as a
whole; this in turn would go far in making cooperatives a pov/erf
ful force in the life of the nation. Indeed, to Gide, this
matter of organization cannot be overs tressed, for "pour
devenir une puissance dans L*Etat, les societes cooperatives
n'ont besoin que de completer leur organisation ot de prendre
conscience de leur force, ""^
As suggested, in addition to organization, Negroes would
be given a greater sense of solidarity. These two, organiza-
tion and solidarit;- would achieve a much needed group independf
ence.
It iii nt this point, however, that many thinking Negroes
Charles Gide, La Cooperation Confe^rb.Aces de Propagande , p, IV,

become alarmed. Is it not possible, they ask, that under such
a plan one v/ould actually be sponsoring the segregation that
the group is so bitterly and x^ersistently opposing? Obviously
the first phases of the plan, that deal with the formation of
cooperative enterprises in local community, do not foster
segrefc^ation. Indeed, these enterprises v/ould make for inter-
racial good v.'ill Instead,
Many Negro cooperatives now in operation throughout the
nation have revealed the friendly relationship that they have
experienced v/ith v.'hite cooperatives. Their experiences with
wholesale cooperatives have been even more encouraging.
Even exceeding these examples of inter-racial good will
among cooperatives are examples of inter-racial coopeaatives
themselves. In 1936, there was begun the Delta Cooperative
Farm, a dra^ijatic cooperative experiment in the very heart of
the South, To date, this enterprise, v;hich is a producer's
cooperative and a Rochdale consumers' cooperative, has proved
that Negroes and whites, by substituting cooperation for com-
petition, may work harmoniously together. It is even more
Interesting to note that the entire plan was proposed by a
group of Southern white men, and "the racial policies of the
Delta Cooperative are determined exclusively by Southern men.
It was they who desired to make a demonstration that
white and colored labor could work helpfull and happily together
fil
on the cooperative principle.
'Sherwood Eddy, A Door of Opportunity , p. 43.

Another vivid exa^iple of inter-racial cooperation
achieved by way of Rochdale Cooperation is Saint Teresa's
Village, founded in Bulling, Alabaiiia by a Catholic priest, tha
Kev. A, V/. Teriiiiniello. This enterprise was launched in
December of 1937 when the Resettlexiisnt Administration v/as
dropping many fauilies from the project. With the number of
Negro families exceeding the white, this inter-racial society
has set forth its aims to establish a complete cooperative
village. Under production, th^re v/ould be formed agricultural
pecan, religious goods, weaving, publishing, wood working, and
mechanical cooperatives. Consumers' cooperatives would meet
coiJimissary, gasoline, dairy, and drug needs. In addition,
cooperatives would care for credit, insurance, medical care,
including clinic and hospital insurance, and library needs.
In 1940, the Saint Teresa's Village news announced that most
of these enterprises had been established and v/ere operating,^
These activities v/ill suffice to shov; that instead of
sponsoring segregation, the establishment of cooperatives
actually sponsors inter-racial good will.
Possibly the same cannot be said concerning the latter
phases of the proposed plan, which advocate the national
federation of the associations representing local cooperative
enterprises, v/lth subsequent national and collective action
1
See saint Teresa's Village News , Vol, 2, No. 1., May, 1940,

on the part of Negroes, Nevertheless, even assuming that this
plan has features of segregation, these are still outv/eighed
by the advantageous features of organization and group solidap'
Ity.
In any event, we are even now segregated and, as DuEols
cites, v/lthout reason. As an illustration, this author
mentions the housing projects in various areas throughout the
nation and niimerous re-settlement projects throughout the
South. "Rail if you will," admonishes DiiBols, "against the
race segregation involved and condoned, but take advantage of
It by planting secure centers of Negro cooperative effort and
particularly of economic power... .""^ This, he concludes, wii:|
eventually enable the Negro to break down that segregation
based on race.
Agreeing that the proposed plan would give solidarity anc.
organization to Negroes, and agreeing further that the segrega-
tion "sponsored" v/ould not in the end prove detrimental, there
would still be others with whom to contend. For there will
still be found the shy and the skeptical. "But can It be
done?" they will ask, "Our resources are so limited, and oior
tools for business are so fewj" J. L, Reddix suggests an
t
answer to this in the siiaple state^ient thet consumers coopera-
tion is v/ithin uhe present capacity of the Negro.
W.E.B. DuBois, Dusk of Dawn, p. 215.
'J, L. Reddix, The Negro Seeks I::conomlc Freedom Through
Cooperation
, pp. <i<i-23.

An adequ&te response was given by James P. Warbasse to a
similar query asked concerning the "niasses of people." "It is
being done," he said.^ However, besides these, we find a
truly excellent answer given by C, F, Strictland v/hen dlscuaa-
ing cooperation in an entirely different connection:
the poorer classes in England, a
hundred years aj^o, when the earlier stores
t cooperative storesjwere founded, were to a very
large extent Illiterate, narrow-minded, and helpless
in any business uiatter outside their petty daily
transactions; the same was true of German and Italian
peasants eighty years ago and is still true of great
areas of eastern Europe and the Balkans, v/here neverthe-
less cooperation flourishes in innumerable tiny
villages.^
The answer to the shy and skeptical among us is thus
suggested: Others with fev/er tools than we have cooperated;
surely, v;e, who have already begun to cooperate, will continue
1
J, P. V:arbasse, Cooperative Democracy , p. 12,
2
C. F. Strictland, Cooperation for Africa , i:>. 12*

C0NSU]^1EKS» COOPEf;/:TXON: A PLAH FOR THE NEGRO
Comprehensive Abstract
Consumers* Cooperation is simply the organization of
consumers into a group in order to conduct the retailing of
needed goods. This group follows a definite line of develop-
ment which includes the establishment of a retail store, a
wholesale association, credit union, a producers* association,
and other associations to care for the cooperative fulfillment
of various needs.
Although various forms of cooperative enterprises have
long been advocated, including the actual experiments of
Robert Owen and William King, present day cooperatives trace
back only to 1844, v/hen the "Equitable iiocioty of Kochdalo
Pioneers" was established in Rochdale, England as the first
modern cooperative, The "Pioneers" who founded this coopera-
tive formulated certain princlpleti that have served as the
fundamental economic basis for all "Rochdale Cooperatives"
that have developed since 1844.
The cooperative .nove^aent expanded from Rochdale through-
out England and throughout the European continent, achieving
its greatest success in th© Scandinavian countries. The move-
ment continued to expand throughout the world.
In the nineteenth century there were numerous, but
sporadic and unsviccessful attempts to establish cooperatives
in the United States, The failures v;ere due for the most part
to tl-iree facts: Cooperatives y/ere usually established only as

a secondary Interest, for exainple, by labor unions. There was
a decided lack of coordination in the movement. The typically
American tendency to think only in terms of private enterprises
plus the lack of a felt need for such enterprises perpetuated
the general ignorance concerning cooperation.
Since the early 1900 's, because of the striking coopera-
tive successes of the Finlanders, the Swedes, and the Bohemlana
in America; because of the coordinating functions of American
wholesales; and because of the national program of cooperative
education carried on by the Cooperative League of the U, S, A,,
cooperatives have enjoyed greater success than they enjoyed in
the 1900 's. Nevertheless, cooperative retail trade in 1939
was only 0,5% of the total retail trade of the nation; thus,
it may be seen that the movement is still retarded.
The lack of a felt need for a program of cooperation,
the difficulty of obtaining capable managers for cooperative
enterprises, the lack of homogeneity of the American people,
general ignorance concerning cooperation, and defects of
existing cooperatives and defects in the present movement have
all helped to make for the current retardation of the movement.
Nevertheless, these factors are constantly being mlniinlzed in
importance, thus making the future bright for cooperation in
America,
The first fact to be observed in reference to the
economics of consumers' cooperation is that this is a movement
for consumers, and In this regard, it is looked upon favorably
by economists. For nearly all economists recognize the prime

/ /
/ /
importance of consiimptioh, ''Since coopersitivea must, in order
to succeed, observe true c6operative principles, and since in
addition, tho^e principles represejit the basic of cooperative
econoiiiics, particulaj? ernphasls is /plece«^ on them in a diacussio^
of the econoiiiics of consumers* copperation. Thus, cooperatives
should be dexiiocratically control/ied; they should pay current
interest rates; they should dMtri-tuie earnings according to
patronage; they should sell for cashi they should sell at
current prices; they should constantly grow and expand; and,
finally, they should observe neutrality in questions of politic^,
race, and religion.
There have long been instances of a broader type of
cooperation among Nogroes, However, the first Negro coopera-
tives founded on Rochdale principles were initiated by
W, E, B. DuBois in 1919. These enterprises soon failed because
of the lack of cooperative education, both of consumers and
managers. Evidence exists of only one successful Negro coop era
tlve during the 1920' s. Kov;ever, beginning with a fuel coopera
tive in Kansas City, Missouri, there was begun a series of
cooperatives unev^ualled in the history of the inoveinent. The
Cons'umers' Cooperative Trading Coxnpany of Gary, Indiana and the
Peoples* Consumers* Cooperative of Chicago, Illinois, became
particularly successful in the Middle V-est, However, successes
were also achieved in the North and South, the M§3 Circle
Cooperative of Hlchiaond, Virginia being the Liost vivid''
7
illTistrative of these successes.

The successes of cooperatives among Negroes are almost
invariably the successes of the individuals who launched the
enterprises. Thus is gleaned the soundness of the suggestion
that leaders may actually go forth and establish cooperatives
among Negroes, However, the groups which are to cooperate
must first fill the need for so doing.
Since consmers* cooperation has not, in the final
analysis, made any great progress among Negroes, the factors
retarding the movement should be discussed. Also, the factors
that will advance the movement among Negroes should be given
consideration.
The same factors that have retarded the cooperative
movement in America have, of course, retarded the movement in
the Negro segment of the nation. Thus the Negro both as a
consumer and entrepreneur has, in accordance v/ith his American
tradition, turned to private rather than cooperative enter-
prises. Also, Negro Americans, just as Americans as a whole,
have lacked cooperative knov/ledge. The typically rural nature
of the Negro's life has retarded his adoption •'^f ceo ^ration.
Then, his Great Migrations plus his great mobility have served
as factors of retardation. P'inally, the Negro has perhaps
felt no need for cooperative enterprises, although the need
has existed.
The present disorganization of the world may retard the
Negro ..ovement for a time; but in a world of peace, it is
likely that a number of encouraging factors will ma.ke for the

advance of the Negro cooperative inoveiaent. The first of these
may be termed the awakening of the Negro, v/hlch includes bett©](
education and a greater consciousness of the need for an
economic and social plan. The hojiiogeneous nature of the Negro
group plus the marked concentration of Ne^^roes in areas througl|-
out the nation will stimulate--as indeed they have already
stimulated—cooperative action on the part of Negroes, Tho
final factor that will surely exert a favorable influence on
cooperation among Negroes is the fact that the Negro is still
primarily a consumer, and more and more he is becoiiilng
conscious of his own market.
From this discussion of the factors retarding the
It
cooperative iQOvement among Negroes and the factors advancing
the movement, we may derive ?imple conclusion: The future
for consumers' cooperation among Negroes is prospective, and
in a world at peace, many such enterprises should be under-
taken.
The plan for undertaking these enterprises should begin
with the calling of a Negro Economic Conference, tj be coxiiposeij.
of the "leaders of the race," This conference Y/r>uld be of a
local nature, and out of it would evolve an association that
would encourage and urge the Negroes of the city or state to
cooperate; it v/ould strive to make the need for cooperative
enterprises felt. Then it would advise and direct the
organization of these enterprises, at the same time restraining
cooperative undertakings until adequate capital and membership

were available.
When several cooperatives had been formed, representative^
could be sent to the association which initiated the various
enterprises; eventually this association would represent a
strong federation of the various cooperatives of the city or
state, When similar associations v/ere formed in many cities
or states, they in turn could become nationally federated.
It is felt that this plan could in many ways work to the
advantage of the Negro, Not only ?/ould it make for the employ-
ment of numerous Negro clerks, managers, bookkeepers, account-
ants and others, but ultimately social service centers could
be established, housing programs could be launched, and, as
Du Bols suggests, we could introduce socialized law and social-
ized medicine. But even beyond these is the fact that national
organization would be achieved Tor the Negro, end this organiza
tion in tu-rn would give the Negro his rightful power--bargain-
ing power and power for concerted action.
Simply, the plan proposed is to effectuate economic
and social salvation for the Negro via consumers* cooperation.
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